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Summary 
 
Protein recognition is a molecular mechanism at the base of most physiological processes 
and used constantly in research, diagnostic and therapeutic applications. Antibodies and 
alternative scaffolds, developed to overcome antibody limitations, constitute nowadays 
binding molecules against a broad range of targets, but are all subjected to laborious selection 
methods for each desired target. In particular, a scaffold will be extremely valuable if it could 
provide specificity against peptide primary sequence and this specificity could be directly 
transferred to new binders, avoiding selection procedures. Therefore, protein scaffolds based 
on armadillo repeat proteins were designed as stable frameworks for the generation of specific 
peptide binders, providing a constant binding mode for peptides and proteins in extended 
conformation. 
The generation of the framework described here was based on a consensus design strategy, 
involving a multiple sequence alignment of single repeat sequences and a refinement based on 
crystallographic data. Three types of internal repeats based on armadillo subfamilies were 
realized and four types of specialized capping repeats were designed to protect the 
hydrophobic core from solvent exposure. Designed proteins were soluble, could be produced 
with high yield in Escherichia coli and could be easily purified, but were either molten 
globules or present as dimers in solution. The original design was improved by applying a 
computational approach based on simulated annealing. This approach aimed at the 
stabilization of molten globule-like designed proteins by mutation of key residues in the 
hydrophobic core. Among the best ranking mutants, 19 proteins were analyzed and all were 
showing improved biophysical properties compared to the original molten globule. The 
computational approach allowed the conversion of a designed armadillo repeat protein with 
molten globule-like properties to a protein with native-like characteristics, while preserving 
the high expression yield and the ease of purification. 
Designed Armadillo repeat proteins were used as scaffolds for the generation of libraries, 
randomizing the positions responsible for target interaction, and the preliminary experiments 
confirmed the possibility to select for specific peptide binders. 
Furthermore, a second generation of armadillo repeat proteins was designed to provide an 
optimized geometry for the binding of the target peptides. The analysis of the repeat 
orientations in the natural armadillo repeat protein led to the definition of an optimal 
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arrangement to favor the binding of target peptides. After defining the geometrical 
characteristics of the designed armadillo repeat proteins, suitable sequences were generated 
using computational design. The designed sequences and some variants will be experimentally 
characterized and will lead to new improved libraries. 
In the next years libraries with a variable number of repeat modules will be created to bind 
peptides of different size and single repeats could be selected to specifically recognize 
dipeptides. The long term goal is to combine pre-selected repeats to build specific binders 
without a need for further selection processes, improving speed and efficiency and reducing 
the costs of new binding molecules for research, diagnostic and therapeutic applications. 
 
 
 
 
Zusammenfassung 
 
Die spezifische Erkennung von Proteinen ist ein molekularer Mechanismus, welcher die 
Basis der meisten physiologischen Prozesse darstellt und daher von grosser Bedeutung für 
Forschung, Diagnostik und medizinische Anwendungen ist. Antikörper und alternative 
Proteine, die entwickelt wurden, um die Einschränkungen von Antikörpern zu überwinden, 
stellen spezifische Bindemoleküle gegen ein breites Spektrum von Zielstrukturen dar; jedoch 
ist jeweils eine arbeitsintensive Selektion für jede einzelne Struktur notwendig. Daher wäre 
ein generelles Bindemolekül mit Spezifität gegen eine primäre Peptidsequenz, dessen 
Spezifität ohne erneute Selektion direkt auf neue Bindemoleküle übertragen werden könnte, 
von besonderem Interesse. Da "Armadillo Repeat" Proteine sich durch eine spezifische 
Affinität für Peptide und Proteine in langgestreckter Konformation auszeichnen, wurden sie 
als Grundlage für die Entwicklung, solcher genereller Peptid Bindeproteine benutzt.  
Die Entwicklung der Gerüststruktur basierte auf der Strategie des Konsensus-Designs, 
welche einen Vergleich verschiedener Sequenzen einzelner Repeat-Strukturen sowie eine 
Verfeinerung durch Berücksichtigung kristallographischer Daten beinhaltet. Letztendlich 
wurden drei Arten interner Repeat-Sequenzen, basierend auf verschiedenen Armadillo 
Unterfamilien, sowie vier Formen spezialisierter "Capping-Repeat-Strukturen" zur 
Abschirmung des hydrophoben Proteinkerns ausgewählt. Die entwickelten Proteine waren 
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löslich, in grossen Mengen in Escherichia coli herstellbar und einfach aufzureinigen. 
Allerdings lagen sie entweder als "molten globules" oder als Dimere in Lösung vor, weswegen 
das ursprüngliche Design durch die Anwendung eines computerunterstützten, auf 
Simulationen basierenden Ansatzes verbessert wurde. Dieser Ansatz zielte darauf ab, die 
Proteine mit "molten globule"-ähnlichen Strukturen durch Mutationen an entscheidenden 
Positionen innerhalb des hydrophoben Inneren des Proteins zu stabilisieren. Von denen als 
besonders interessant eingestuffen Mutationen wurden 19 verschiedene analysiert, die 
verbesserte biophysikalische Eigenschaften, verglichen mit den ursprünglichen Molekülen 
aufzeigten: die computerbasierte Methode ermöglichte die Umwandlung eines "Designed 
Amadillo Repeat Proteins" mit einer "molten globule" ähnlichen Struktur in ein Protein mit 
Eigenschaften, die dem des ähnlich zum urspünglichen Protein ähnelten, wobei die hohe 
Expression und die problemlose Aufreinigung beibehalten werden konnte. 
Zusätzlich wurden die entwickelten "Armadillo Repeat" Proteine als Gerüststrukturen zur 
Herstellung von Proteinbibliotheken genutzt, welche randomisierte Positionen an den 
Interaktionsstellen zu den Zielpeptiden aufweisen. Erste Experimente bestätigten die 
Möglichkeit, spezifische Peptid-Binder zu selektionieren. 
Des Weiteren wurde eine zweite Generation an "Armadillo Repeat Proteinen" entwickelt, 
um eine optimierte Geometrie für die Bindung der Zielpeptide zu erreichen. Die Analyse der 
Repeat-Orientierungen in einem natürlich-vorkommenden "Armadillo Repeat Protein" führte 
zur Identifikation einer optimalen Anordnung für die Bindung von Zielpeptiden. Nachdem die 
geometrischen Eigenschaften der "Armadillo Repeat Proteine" definiert worden waren, 
konnten passende Sequenzen mit Hilfe von computergestützten Design entwickelt werden. 
Diese neu-designten Proteine werden experimentell analysiert und sollten zu neuen 
verbesserten Bibliotheken führen. 
In den nächsten Jahren werden Bibliotheken mit einer variablen Anzahl von Repeat 
Modulen zur Erkennung von Peptiden verschiedener Grössen entwickelt werden. Das 
langfristige Ziel ist die Kombination vorselektionierter Repeat Module zu spezifischen 
Bindeproteinen mit vorhersagbarer Spezifität, die keine weiteren Selectionprozesse 
unterlaufen müssen, was folglich sowohl die benötigte Zeit, als auch die Kosten der 
Entwickling neuer Bindeproteine für Forschung, Diagnostik und medizinischen Anwendungen 
reduzieren und somit die Effizienz verbessern wird. 
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Part I: Peptide binders 
 
Proteins are known as one of the characteristic molecules of all living organisms. From 
bacteria to eukaryotes, proteins perform almost all functional and structural tasks in the cells. 
Maybe even more important than their function alone is the interaction with other proteins and 
cellular components (lipids, sugars, nucleic acids). The interaction network gives rise to 
metabolic pathways, supra-molecular structures, mechanism of control and replication, 
motility, everything that make a living cell something more complex then just the sum of  its 
parts and able to sustain itself and propagate. 
The basic principle that makes these interactions possible is the recognition of the partner 
molecules. As a first general approximation, the three-dimensional structure of a protein 
provides the means, by shape complementarity and specific interactions at the atomic level 
(hydrogen bonds, non-polar interactions, salt bridges), for the recognition. The specificity is 
often very high, allowing a distinction between similar molecules and an interaction only with 
a particular one. 
Most proteins achieve a high selectivity for their partners by having a structure that limits 
the possible interactions. But in several cases a certain degree of promiscuity in interactions is 
preferred, like an enzyme that would be able to catalyze a reaction on several substrates. The 
overall structure of the protein allows the recognition of a series of partner molecules, usually 
quite similar; changes in the sequences around the binding site can confer new specificities to 
the mutants. An extreme version of this concept would lead to a protein able to recognize a 
wide range of completely unrelated molecules, but such a protein would lack the specificity 
required for its function. Nature has solved this problem in a rather elegant way, by using 
proteins with the same, or similar, structure but with different sequences: each protein can 
recognize a different target by changing only a limited number of residues. The overall 
structure can be considered as a scaffold in which a particular function, in this case binding to 
a partner, can be introduced without disrupting the preexisting organization. 
As a particular function, peptide binding indicates the ability to bind, as interaction partner, 
a peptide, intended here to mean not only a short amino acid sequence, but also an 
unstructured part of a protein or a natively unfolded protein. When looking for a scaffold for 
peptide binding, the first step is observing what has been done in Nature, what are the most 
widely used scaffolds and how the peptide binding problem has been solved. 
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Modular interaction domains as natural peptide binders 
 
Several scaffolds able to bind peptides were discovered over the years in prokaryotes and 
especially in eukaryotes, where the cellular complexity increases and a higher level of 
coordination is required. Indeed, several modular interaction domains, which represent the 
first broad group of peptide binders, are found in proteins involved in signal transduction 1; 2; 3. 
The modularity derived from the ability of these domains to fold independently of the rest 
of the polypeptide chain, which allows them to be used as parts, or “modules”, of several 
different proteins, performing often the same or similar function. The removal of the module 
usually does not affect the overall structure of the protein but abolishes the function related to 
that particular domain. 
Modular interaction domains usually recognize exposed sites on the surface of the partner 
molecules with affinities in the low nanomolar to high micromolar range. Typically, such 
domains recognize a core sequence but flanking or noncontiguous regions can influence the 
strength and the specificity of the interaction. The most common modular interaction domains 
recognizing peptides and post-translationally modified residues are shown in Fig. 1, according 
to the SMART 4; 5 representation; they usually recognize, at least as core sequences, short 
continuous stretches of amino acids. Among them, the so called small adaptor domains, e.g. 
SH2, PTB, PDZ, have been extensively studied for their role in signal transduction and 
assembly of multi-protein complexes (Fig. 2). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1 The most common modular interaction domains binding peptides or modified peptides. The core 
sequences that are recognized are indicated. The depicted domains represent only a subset of the existing ones. 
The figure was adapted from Pawson and Nash 1. 
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Fig. 2 Small adaptor domains used in signaling 
complexes. Figure adapted from Pawson and Scott 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SH2 domains 
SH2 (src homology 2) domains 6; 7 are protein modules of approximately 100 amino acids 
that recognize short motifs composed of a phosphotyrosine (p-Tyr) followed C-terminally by 
three to five residues that determine the specificity. Proteins containing SH2 domains are 
involved in signaling by tyrosine kinases, both at the receptor level and during signal 
transduction in the cytoplasm. The SH2 domain fold is characterized by a conserved 
antiparallel β-sheet, containing three or four strands, surrounded by two α-helices (Fig 3a). 
The p-Tyr moiety is bound in a conserved positively charged pocket on the domain surface 
and stabilized by hydrogen bonds. The other residues of the recognition motif interact with 
variable SH2 residues that form the surface surrounding the p-Tyr-binding pocket. 
 
PTB domains 
The PTB (phospho-tyrosine binding) domain 6; 7 was first identified in the protein Shc and 
contains approximately 200 residues. PTB domains are characterized by a β-sandwich 
structure capped by a C-terminal helix, termed the pleckstrin homology (PH) domain 
“superfold” (Fig. 3b). The peptide is bound in an extended conformation between strand 5 and 
the helix, forming in practice an additional β-strand. 
The original domain recognizes phosphopeptide motifs in which a p-Tyr is preceded by 
residues that form a β-turn, usually with the consensus NPXpY. Residues laying five to eight 
residues N-terminal of the p-Tyr also contribute to the specificity. 
However, p-Tyr recognition is a characteristic of only a group of the PTB domains and the 
residues involved are not conserved. In contrast to SH2 domains that are devoted to p-Tyr 
recognition, PTB domains are, in principal, general peptide recognition modules, not relying 
strictly on phosphorylated peptides. 
Introduction   
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Fig. 3 Structures of complexes of small adaptor domains with their peptide target. (a) SH2 domain of src (PDB 
ID 1SPS) 8. (b) PTB domain of IRS-1 (PDB ID 1IRS) 9. (c)  PDZ domain of PSD-95 (PDB ID 1BE9) 10. (d) 
Structure of 14-3-3 ζ (PDB ID 1QJB) 11. (e) SH3 domain of Sem5 (PDB ID 1SEM) 12. (f) WW domain of 
dystrophin (PDB ID 1EG4) 13. Helices are shown in red, sheets in yellow and coils in green. The target peptides 
are depicted in cyan. The pictures were generated with PyMol. 
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PDZ domains 
Another well know interaction domain, which, similarly to PTB, binds the target peptide 
as an additional β-strand, is PDZ 14 (Fig. 3c). The name is the combination of the initials of the 
first discovered proteins containing the domain: postsynaptic density 95, PSD-95; discs large, 
Dlg; zonula occludens-1, ZO-1. The size is approximately 90 residues. PDZ domains 
recognize short C-terminal sequences. The last residue is hydrophobic, as exemplified by the 
sequence E(S/T)DV at the C-term of a group of target proteins. The specificity is conferred by 
residues at the –2 to –4 positions relative to the COOH-terminus of the ligand and may be 
regulated by phosphorylation, because the –2 residue of PDZ-binding sites is often a 
hydroxyamino acid. PDZ domains can be divided in several groups but together represent the 
third most frequent type of interaction domain, after WD40 and leucine rich repeats (LRR). 
 
14-3-3 domains 
14-3-3 domains 11; 15 derived their unusual name from the fraction number of DEAE-
cellulose chromatography and its migration position in starch-gel electrophoresis used for 
identification of the first member in 1967. In contrast to other small adaptor domains, the 
members of the 14-3-3 family work as adaptor proteins in form of homo- or hetero-dimers, 
mainly composed of α-helices. Each 30 kDa monomer of these saddle-shaped proteins 
provides an extended groove for the target, often represented by consensus sequences 
containing phosphoserines or phosphothreonines (Fig. 3d). 
 
Other small adaptor domains, like SH3 and WW, are devoted to the recognition of proline-
rich sequences 16. 
 
SH3 domains 
SH3 (Src homology 3) domains comprise about 60 residues and typically play an assembly 
or regulatory role. They recognize a consensus sequence PxxP, but the specificity is provided 
by flanking regions. The loops between the two β sheets that form the structure contact the 
target in the PPII (poly-proline II) helix conformation (Fig. 3e). 
 
WW domains 
WW domains are highly compact (35 to 45 residues) binding domains, comprising an 
antiparallel three-stranded fold (Fig. 3f). Their binding surfaces are composed, as for SH3 
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domains, of a series of nearly parallel aromatic residues from which they derived the name. 
The binding site is, however, smaller and recognize only a core xP sequence, relying heavily 
on target flanking sequences to increase affinity and specificity. 
 
All these small adaptor domains, and many others found less frequently, are generally 
characterized by a low affinity to the core sequence they recognize and additional interactions 
need to be provided. Target flanking residues can be recognized by another binding surface of 
the domain or by other domains, of same or different type, on the same polypeptide, creating 
an avidity effect. However, the recognition of short sequences almost precludes the 
achievement of high affinities and even the combination of several modules does not grant the 
binding of a continuous stretch of amino acids. Small adaptor domain binding depends, often 
completely, on a particular sequence feature they recognize, usually a phosphorylated amino 
acid, a stretch of proline residues or a free C-terminus. These domains represent the solutions 
to specific recognition problems, but seem to lack the possibility to be general peptide binding 
scaffolds, which can be found in other types of peptide binding proteins.  
 
 
Peptide recognition by major histocompatibility complexes 
 
A second class of peptide binding proteins is constituted by the major histocompatibility 
complexes (MHC I and MHC II) 17; 18. These membrane-associated proteins of approximately 
40 kDa are key players in the mammalian immune response and in the establishment of self 
tolerance, preventing the immune system to react against polypeptides normally present in the 
body. 
Both MHC class I and class II molecules recognize peptides but differ in the kinds of 
peptides bound and the intracellular processing required to associate the peptide with the 
protein. MHC I proteins bind to short extended peptides (7-10 residues) produced 
intracellularly, such as viral peptides, and interact with CD8+ T cells via the T-cell receptor 
(TCR), inducing a cytotoxic response. Class II proteins can bind, in a polyproline type II 
conformation, longer extracellularly derived peptides (up to ~ 20 residues) that have 
undergone intracellular processing. These protein-peptide complexes activate, by binding to 
TCR, CD4+ T helper cells, which release the cytokines that play a crucial role in antibody 
production, cell mediated response, and other immune responses. 
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Fig. 4 Structures of MHC complexes. Side (a) and top view (c) of MHC I (PDB ID 1FZK) 19: the α chain is 
depicted in cyan, β2 microglobulin in orange and the target peptide in red. On the right side, side (b) and top 
view (d) of MHC II (PDB ID 1ES0) 20: α and β chains are shown in cyan and blue, the bound peptide in red. The 
pictures were generated with PyMol. 
 
 
Structurally, both classes are characterized by a peptide binding cleft formed by an 
antiparallel β-sheet and two α-helices (Fig. 4). The peptide is positioned between the two 
helices and contacts the β-sheet at the bottom of the cleft. In MHCI the helices are almost in 
contact at the extremities, narrowing the binding site and limiting the access to shorter 
peptides. In MHCII the cleft is open and longer peptide can be accommodated, with N- and C-
terminal parts outside of the cleft. 
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MHC I and II molecules are polymorphic and exhibit allele-specific preferences in peptide 
binding: residues at specific position bind well defined pockets in different alleles and the free 
target side chains are available for interaction with TCRs 17; 18. 
 
 
Repeat proteins targeting peptides 
 
Repeat proteins are a broad group of molecules containing at least one domain described, 
at the structural level, as a combination of simple modules or repeats formed generally by few 
secondary structure elements. Each domain is formed by one type of repeats, arranged 
consecutively in the sequence, which determine the overall topology and structure 21; 22. 
Repeat proteins are characterized by, and limited to, short range interaction between adjacent 
repeats. Solenoid structures are the most common 23; 24, but a few repeat proteins possess a 
circular, or “closed”, structure where the first and last repeat interact with each other, similarly 
to any other pair of adjacent repeats. In contrast to modular interaction domains, the single 
repeats are not able to fold independently and they assume the correct conformation only in 
the context of the full length domain. 
At the sequence level, repeat proteins are usually characterized by repeat consensus 
sequences and profiles that can also be used for repeat search and classification. However, the 
level of similarity between repeats of the same type can be as low as approximately 10% for 
HEAT repeat proteins 25; 26 or almost non-detectable. The limit case is the beta propeller 
structure, obtained with two completely unrelated types of repeats, WD40 and kelch, probably 
as result of convergent evolution 27. It is important to notice, especially for engineering repeat 
proteins, that a higher similarity between repeats in the same protein gives rise to a more 
regular structure. 
Repeat proteins include leucine rich repeats (LRR), ankyrin, HEAT, hexapeptide repeat 
proteins and many more, and they are generally involved in protein-protein recognition. 
Among them Armadillo, TPR and beta propeller proteins are known as peptide binding 
molecules, even though not all members of these families bind peptides. 
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Armadillo repeat proteins 
Armadillo repeat proteins 25; 28 are characterized by repeats of approximately 42 residues 
arranged in three α helices. The overall structure is a right-handed superhelix formed by 4 to 
12 repeats. The target peptide binds in a groove on the surface in extended conformation (Fig. 
5a). The name of the family corresponds to the first identified gene containing these 
sequences, the Drosophila melanogaster homolog of β-catenin, armadillo. 
 
Tetratricopeptide repeat proteins (TPR) 
TPR proteins 29; 30 form a similar right-handed super helix (topologically identical to the 
structure of 14-3-3 proteins), based on repeats of 34 residues on average, as indicated by the 
name. The repeats fold in a pair of α-helices called A and B.  The inner concave surface of the 
super helix, formed by A helices, is used as peptide binding site, but also other surfaces are 
involved in protein-protein interaction (Fig. 5b). 
 
Beta propellers 
Beta propellers are the most common “closed structures” observed among repeat proteins. 
They are formed by a variable number of four stranded β-sheets (the so called “blades”) 
corresponding to the repeat units. Target peptides, often carrying post translational 
modifications, are usually positioned on the central axis of the molecules and recognized by 
the loops between the β strands (Fig. 5c). Beta propellers are also involved in protein-protein 
interactions, but binding usually takes place at the equatorial periphery of the proteins. Beta 
propellers can contain WD40 or kelch repeats, but even other sequences appear to be able to 
assume the same fold. A WD40 repeat comprises a 44–60-residue sequence that typically 
contains the GH dipeptide 11–24 residues from its N-terminus and the WD dipeptide at the C-
terminus 31. A kelch repeat is 44 to 56 amino acids long and contains a GG motif, in addition 
to four hydrophobic residues immediately preceding GG, and conserved Y and W residues 
located C-terminally of the GG dipeptide. The spacing between Y and W is also highly 
conserved. The name “kelch” derives from the characteristic phenotype observed in the 
Drosophila ORF1 mutant 32. 
 
Repeat proteins fulfill a role different from small adaptor domain. The larger size and 
binding interface provide higher affinity but also the possibility of binding more than one 
target, at the same time or in an exclusive manner, making them key players in protein 
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Fig. 5 Peptide binding repeat protein families. (a) Armadillo repeat protein importin-α (PDB ID 1EJY) 33, (b) 
TPR protein Hop (PDB ID 1ELR) 34, (c) WD40 ubiquitin ligase Cdc4 (PDB ID 1NEX) 35. The bound peptide is 
shown in red. 
 
 
networks. The ability of members of the same family to bind completely unrelated targets 
confirms that the fold has been employed several times during evolution for different 
functions and that its overall properties have been probably only marginally affected by the 
modification occurred to provide the new functionalities. 
In terms of peptide binding repeat proteins are more versatile than small adaptor domains 
and do not have strict sequence requirements. Over the last years it became clear that this 
versatility can represent an advantage when it is necessary to provide different specificity by 
keeping the same overall structure. The E3 ubiquitin ligase complexes, where the target 
binding domain is often a beta propeller or a LRR 36, and the immune system of sea lamprey 
(Petromyzon marinus) based on LRR 37 are only the most notable examples, and more is 
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probably yet to come, by looking at the discovery of new functions for repeat proteins in 
plants 38; 39; 40. 
 
 
Peptide binding by antibodies 
 
Antibodies represent the prototypical binding proteins, for historical reasons, for the role in 
the immune system and for their ability to be selected against specific targets. The 
combination of two heavy and two light chains, composed of constant and variable 
immunoglobulin domains, produce a Y shaped quaternary structure that provides two 
symmetrical target binding sites (Fig. 6a). 
The immunoglobulin fold 41 (called also “β-sandwich”) is characterized by two antiparallel 
β-sheets facing each other and usually stabilized by disulfide bridges (Fig. 6b and 6c). The 
loops connecting the β strands are responsible for binding. However, only the N-terminal 
(variable) domains of the antibody chains are involved in target recognition and the 
corresponding loops are known as complementary determining regions (CDR). The 
immunoglobulin fold is also present in several other proteins involved in molecular 
recognition (T-cell receptors and the more distantly related integrins and fibronectin) but their 
main characteristics correspond to what has been observed in antibodies. 
Antibodies deserve a particular analysis among peptide binders and binders in general. The 
CDRs are quite variable in length and sequence and determine the size and shape of the 
recognition surfaces. Despite the variability, the type of target correlates with the shape of the 
binding surface. Flat surfaces are involved in protein-protein recognition and deep pockets are 
the hallmark of peptide and especially hapten binding antibodies 42; 43; 44; 45 (Fig. 6d). 
Immunization and selection techniques have been extensively and successfully used for 
development of specific antibodies 46 that represent nowadays probably the most widely 
studied and exploited proteins, both in basic and applied research. However, the variability 
that allows the selection of different specific antibody drastically reduces the possibilities of 
prediction or design of a binding interface. Even when observing complexes with simple 
targets like peptides, the target backbone assumes different position in all the complexes, the 
positions of the CDRs involved in binding vary and no common binding mode is detected 
(Fig. 7a). 
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Fig. 6 Peptide binding antibodies. (a) Structure of an antibody (PDB ID 1IGT) 47. Heavy chains are depicted in 
cyan and blue, light chains in yellow and orange. Side (b) and top view (c) of variable domains of an antibody 
(PDB ID 1HIM) 48 bound to hemagglutinin peptide (only backbone, in green). The light chain is shown in dark 
yellow and the heavy chain in cyan. (d) Representation of the surfaces (in red) involved in binding of proteins, 
peptides and haptens. The blue ribbon indicates the approximated position of the complementarity determining 
region (CDR) H3 which was excluded from the calculation of the binding surface. The size of the binding site 
and the number of residues involved are reduced according to the target size. Adapted from Almagro 42. 
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Alternative scaffolds: a new approach to peptide binding 
 
The research on antibodies and the development of new related technologies brought the 
antibodies to the market, not only for research but also for diagnostic and therapeutics. 
However, antibodies proved to be not ideal for certain application and large scale production, 
due to their size, quaternary structure, presence of cysteines. New molecules have been 
generated to overcome these limitations, based on engineered antibody fragments 46 or other 
natural folds used for binding of protein or other molecules. The biophysical properties and 
the ease of production of such alternative scaffolds represent usually a significant 
improvement compared to the original proteins 49. 
 
 
 
Fig. 7 Binding sites of antibodies and armadillo 
repeat proteins. Antibodies (Ab) bind peptides in 
different orientation with no common binding 
mode. In contrast, both Armadillo repeat 
proteins Importin-α (imp) and β-catenin (cat) 
possess a conserved binding mode for different 
targets. The proteins are depicted as ribbons, 
with two colors for the antibody light and heavy 
chains. The peptides are shown in bright colors 
as backbone traces. 
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Depending on the scaffold, target recognition rely on loop regions, as for antibodies, or on 
secondary structure elements 50. In both cases the interaction with the target can vary quite 
substantially and is difficult to predict, despite the advancement in surface design. However, a 
peptide has a lower complexity and its binding can be theoretically more easily predicted. A 
constant binding mode that positions the target backbone in a fixed conformation, 
independently of the sequence, is the main requirement for this prediction (Fig. 7b and 7c). 
Among the natural scaffold armadillo repeat proteins possess this feature, since they bind 
target peptides in an extended conformation and a conserved orientation. The repeat structure 
allows at the same time the engineering of single repeats and the combination of them. And 
even more important, it is possible to establish a connection between a repeat and the portion 
of the target it bounds. Their structural organization can give the possibility to design specific 
repeats able to bind short peptide fragments (2 to 3 amino acids) and combine them to 
generate new binders without performing additional selections. 
Approaches for the engineering and stabilization of proteins and especially repeat proteins 
have been developed and applied to armadillo sequences to generate a new type scaffold and 
the first one specifically designed for peptide binding. 
 
 
Part II: Principles and strategies of protein design 
 
It is commonly accepted that that the structure and the function of a protein are the result 
of an evolutionary process, similar to what happens at the level of organisms. Evolution is 
known to work under conditions of selective pressure, in which only the fittests survive. 
However, the characteristics of the individuals who survive are not necessarily the best that 
can be achieved but only as good as to overcome the selective pressure. 
The same concept applies to proteins: most of them are, for example, only marginally 
stable from the thermodynamic point of view, because a high stability is not required for their 
function. In contrast, when proteins are produced for research purposes or commercial 
applications, cost, ease of production, yield, stability, protease resistance, etc., are highly 
regarded as valuable properties which proteins, usually, have not been selected for. In terms of 
library generation, a scaffold with high stability allows to make mutations that create novel 
properties, which would be too harmful for the protein without such increased stability 51. 
When it is not possible to manipulate the environmental conditions to improve protein 
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performance, it is, however, conceivable to modify the proteins to achieve the desired 
properties. The field of protein engineering is based on this assumption and focus on the 
modification, in general following structural hints, of known proteins. Sometimes, the protein 
with the desired properties is not available, simply does not exist (or it has not been 
discovered yet) or the modification of a known molecule to fulfill our requirements is so 
extensive or so complex that the final results are unpredictable. In these cases a protein cannot 
be simply modified but has to be designed and generated, usually using existing proteins as 
starting point. 
In the contest of this work, the term “protein design” indicates a broad group of 
approaches used to design new proteins, ranging from methods based on information from 
multiple sequence alignments (consensus design) to algorithms for the repacking of the side 
chains (computational approaches). 
In contrast, the traditional structure-based approaches cover usually only local changes, 
while protein design methods tend to provide a global modification. The introduction of a few 
mutations based on crystallographic data has been used, in particular, for increasing 
thermodynamic stability 52. As drawback, structure-based modifications can introduce more 
often local negative effects, but the protein design methods can more easily compromise the 
overall structure of the final protein. 
As an alternative to protein design, directed evolution methods, based on predefined or 
randomly generated libraries, have been successfully used to develop proteins with new 
functions or improved properties, relying on high selective pressure and the survival of the 
fittest molecules. 
The use of directed evolution is, however, not only alternative but complementary to 
protein design: a lead or scaffold molecule can be created and then subjected to rounds of 
selections. In fact, despite all the effort in the prediction and generation of new protein 
sequences, these selection methods can almost always provide a good, if not better, 
unpredicted alternative solution. 
 
 
Consensus design 
 
Consensus design can be defined as a sequence-based and evolution-related method. 
Homologues proteins are seen as the result of appearance of mutations, considered as 
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randomly occurring events, and natural selection. Most of the mutations are neutral, while 
several can provide an advantage, or more often a disadvantage. They are then propagated in a 
population as long as their combined effects do not negatively affect the individuals. When the 
sequences of homologous proteins are compared, is it possible to roughly identify a set of 
conserved residues across the whole family and a group with high level of variability. If the 
mutations are considered as random events, the more frequent is a residue, the higher the 
probability of a positive effect: once the mutation arises, it is kept in the family, increasing the 
frequency. On the other hand, residues with negative effects would in fact not appear in 
several sequences, especially when comparing distantly related homologues. They would be 
more often the result of independent mutations and not conserved or at least not subjected to a 
strong selective pressure. Based on these assumptions, the consensus sequence obtained will 
contain the most frequent residues 53 . An example of consensus sequence of armadillo repeats 
is given in Fig. 8. 
Consensus design is a relatively simple method and it does not discriminate the residues 
based on their roles (e.g. stability, catalytic activity, etc.). It does not require any knowledge 
concerning function or structure, even though this additional information has often been 
proven to be useful. A limiting case for a consensus design approach is the presence of 
alternative combinations or residues which are mutually exclusive. Some of the most frequent 
residues at different positions can be incompatible and the consensus sequence may present 
several problems, from misfolding to impaired catalytic activity. Even though a covariance 
analysis can provide insights into correlated residues 54, a final indication of the solution is 
often provided only by high resolution structural data. 
A way to strengthen a consensus designed sequence is then to combine it with information 
from structure-based approaches. 
 
 
Structure-based approaches 
 
The term structure-based approach indicates here a group of methods used traditionally to 
identify advantageous point mutations by detailed analysis of high resolution structures. Most 
of the underlying hypotheses and solutions have been developed in the attempt to increase 
protein stability 2; 5 but the concepts can be extended to any other case. 
Entropic stabilization refers to the approaches to decrease the free energy of the unfolded  
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Fig. 8 Example of a consensus sequence. In the upper section, part of the sequence alignment of armadillo 
repeats is shown. On the left is indicated the UniProt entry of the protein to which the repeat belongs. Amino 
acids are represented in a single letter code and with the color corresponding to their properties (blue, basic; red, 
acidic; dark green, polar; yellow, hydrophobic; orange, aromatic; cyan, histidine; light green, glycine); black 
positions are deletions. The lower part shows the three most frequent residues at each position obtained in the 
complete alignment, colored according to their relative frequency. 
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state and hence decreases the energy difference between folded and unfolded state. The 
entropy contribution in the unfolded state is mitigated by a reduction of the flexibility of the 
polypeptide chain: introduction of disulfide bridges, shortening of solvent exposed loops and 
mutated residues with reduced side chain entropy (e.g. proline) are all possible strategies to 
achieve it. The structure of the target protein is usually the discriminating factor to determine 
which one, if any at all, is suitable. 
Enthalpic stabilization is based on formation of new interactions (hydrophobic, hydrogen 
bonds or charge effects) that decrease the enthalpy and hence the free energy of the native 
state, increasing the energy difference from the unfolded state. Hydrogen bonds and charge 
interactions are generally local changes, even though they have an overall effect on the 
protein, and can be relatively easily suggested by analysis of the structure. When the 
modifications affect the packing of the core, the effect of mutations can be predicted easily 
only if the region is relatively underpacked, like cavity that can be filled by longer side chains. 
In a well packed core, however, mutations can disrupt the packing in unpredicted ways, 
causing the rearrangements of the neighboring side chains and propagating the effect through 
the whole protein. In similar cases, a computational approach able to take into account 
alternative cores is probably best suited. 
Secondary structure propensity is often taken into account when introducing stabilizing 
mutations. It is based on the assumption that residues have different backbone-dependent 
constraints as a function of the main chain secondary structure. However, despite the studies 
of propensities in peptides and proteins, the real influence is difficult to predict because other 
effects (e.g. shape complementarity, van der Wals interactions, hydrogen bonds) can overcome 
the propensity effect. 
A last common approach is the replacement of exposed hydrophobic residues on the 
protein surface with polar amino acids. These mutations do not usually affect the 
thermodynamic stability or the solubility, but can reduce the aggregation rate, especially 
during the folding process. 
Structure-based approaches are generally suitable when only few mutations are introduced. 
For complex tasks, like core repacking or resurfacing of a molecule, more powerful 
computational approaches able to consider global effects are required. 
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Computational approaches 
 
The term computational approach used here includes methods of protein design based on 
algorithms for the identification of sequences able to satisfy the structural requirement of the 
desired type of fold. These methods require a backbone trace as starting point that could come 
from a real structure or being just a model or an ensemble of structures. The side chains are 
then built to provide a correct packing of the hydrophobic core and a polar surface providing 
solubility or even the ability to recognize a partner. 
Every design program is composed of two parts: an energy function that considers the 
effect of van der Waals interaction, hydrogen bonds, solvation and charge interactions, and a 
search algorithm that explores the sequence and rotamer space to find solutions that minimize 
the value of the energy function. Search algorithms can be divided in stochastic and 
deterministic, compared by Voigt et al. 55. Stochastic methods like Monte Carlo and genetic 
algorithms perform a random search in the sequence space. In principle, every change is 
accepted if it reduces the value of the energy function, until a minimum is reached. Genetic 
algorithms are based on the combination of favorable mutations or stretch of sequences. They 
allow the protein sequences to escape more easily from local energy minima than in the Monte 
Carlo methods by mixing sequence fragments, but can miss favorable sequences if residues at 
several positions are tightly coupled. Deterministic methods account for a systematic sequence 
space search. Self consistent mean field searches the sequence space using a statistical 
description (mean field) of the rotamers and their interactions and returns the relative 
preference of each amino acid at each sequence position. The complexity of the search 
problem is reduced and the algorithm performs well also with large proteins, but the result of 
the convergence (self consistency) does not necessarily correspond to the global energy 
minimum. In the case of Dead End Elimination the unfavorable combination of rotamers and 
sequences are progressively eliminated, reducing the sequence space until a single solution is 
found. If the algorithm converges, the result is the global energy minimum. However, for large 
systems convergence is not achievable in a reasonable time and the other methods are more 
efficient. 
Given the complexity of interactions involved, computational tools have been developed 
allowing not only repacking, but also the de novo design of hydrophobic cores and entire 
sequences56. The available algorithms are able to predict sequences leading to folded proteins 
starting from a given backbone 57; 58; 59; 60; 61; 62. However, even with the use of restricted 
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rotamer libraries 63, the application of these algorithms is still limited by the computational 
load, which is related to the number of variable positions and side chain rotamers considered 
for each residue. For these reasons, the sequences designed so far belong mainly to small 
proteins (up to approximately 100 residues), with the exception of an α/β barrel of more than 
200 residues, designed by taking advantage of the high level of internal symmetry 64.  
 
 
Design of repeat proteins 
 
Repeat proteins, as mentioned in chapter 1, are among the most common families involved 
in protein-protein recognition. The interest in obtaining new stable binding molecules 
promoted the research in the direction of designed scaffolds derived from repeat proteins. 
As postulated by Forrer et al. 65 (Fig. 9), consensus design approaches can be extremely 
efficient with repeat proteins, taking advantage of the large data set of repeats. The single 
repeats, and not the whole proteins, are, in fact, the sequences used for the definition of a 
consensus. The creation of building blocks allows the construction of proteins of different 
length, modulating the size of the binding site by choosing the number of repeats. The 
approach led to the creation of designed leucine rich repeat (LRR) proteins 66, tetratrico 
peptide repeat (TPR) proteins 67, ankyrin repeat proteins 18; 19 and beta propellers 68. 
In combination with consensus design, a structure-based refinement was necessary to 
ensure that the repeats possess compatible interfaces allowing the folding into the desired 
structures. The proteins forming a solenoid structure required the addition of capping repeats 
at the N- and C-termini to seal the hydrophobic core, prevent aggregation and increase the 
solubility 21. 
The designed proteins were expressed in higher yields and were thermodynamically more 
stable than the natural counterparts, allowing, in the case of designed ankyrin repeats, the 
generation of a library used for selection of specific binders 69. 
A similar approach was used for designed armadillo repeat proteins and it is described in 
detail in Chapter 2. An alternative computational design, generated using the ROSETTA 
software 70, is presented in Chapter 5. 
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Fig. 9 Schematic representation of designed 
repeat proteins. (a) Compatible interfaces allow 
the stacking of repeat modules. (b) The repeat 
modules form  acontinuous hydrophobic core, 
which is protected on both sides by capping 
repeats. In red is represented the variable 
surface responsible for binding and that is 
eventually randomized in a library. The 
hydrophobic core is shown in blue and the 
polar surface of the protein in gray. Figure 
adapted from Forrer e 65t al. . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Part III: Protein libraries 
 
A library, in general terms, can be considered as a collection of analogous objects. In 
biology, libraries of natural or synthetic chemical compounds are often used for drug 
discovery, collections of plasmids or bacterial strains are maintained, genome fragments and 
single genes are stored in appropriate vectors. 
The main purpose of a library is to provide a collection of molecules among which at least 
one, more often several, possess some desired property, in terms of sequence, biophysical 
characteristics, affinity, etc. Therefore, a method for analyzing libraries is required, usually in 
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form of selection, in which the different members compete, or screening, in which all the 
molecules are tested separately and the results are compared. In practice, even though a library 
can comprise only few members, almost exclusively large library are used because of the 
higher chance to find a molecule with the desired properties. The ability to find it depends 
both on the quality of the library and on the efficiency of the selection or screening method. 
Protein libraries used for protein engineering and direct evolution often comprise several 
variants originated from a parental protein, either natural or designed. The variants differ in 
sequence from the original protein but their three-dimensional structure is supposed to be 
conserved, at least for most of the members. They are then tested for the desired properties 
with appropriate in vitro or in vivo screenings or selections. 
The most convenient way to store protein libraries is, however, in form of genetic material 
(DNA usually because of its stability) coding for the proteins. Libraries in DNA form can be 
easily amplified, modified and handled; the proteins are, then, produced during the selection 
or screening procedure. 
The handling of protein libraries as DNA molecules allows the use of a series of molecular 
biology techniques to modify the sequence and to generate the library in the first place. 
Generation of diversity can be accomplished by error prone PCR from a starting gene or the 
whole library can be assembled from gene fragments or from oligonucleotides, with the 
possibility to control completely the type and the number of mutations. Libraries of this kind 
are often created nowadays to address specific problems when structural information is 
available. For directed evolution of stability, or for new functions, or when a structure is not 
available, random mutagenesis is still preferred to produce more diversified variants. 
 
 
Part IV: Methods of directed evolution 
 
Directed evolution can be apparently considered as an antithesis to knowledge-based 
protein design approaches. In its general form, it relies on generation of diversity and a 
selection system to obtain new molecules with the desired properties. The procedure is based 
on cycles of selection and amplification of the selected members, creating a new enriched pool 
as start for the next round. The crucial point is the link between genotype and phenotype: it 
has to be ensured that only the coding sequences of the selected protein will go to the next 
cycles. If the diversity is sufficient and the selection system suitable, molecules with the 
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desired properties emerge from the selection, often with features not even predictable using 
rational approaches. The method reproduces rapidly an evolution process, hence the name. 
The initial pool can be a designed library or may be generated by error prone PCR 71, DNA 
shuffling 72, guided recombination (e.g. the recent SCHEMA approach by Meyer et al. 73) or 
similar methods. Additional diversity may be introduced at each cycle during the amplification 
of the recovered genetic material. 
Selection systems can be divided in in vitro (e.g. ribosome display 26, mRNA display 74, cis 
display 75), where no living cell is involved, and in vivo (e.g. phage display 76, bacterial 
display 77, yeast display 78). In both cases the interaction at the base of the selection takes 
place in vitro, but in the in vivo systems the genetic material is maintained and propagated 
inside living cells; only the selected candidates transfer the genetic material to the next 
generation. In the in vitro systems the genetic material is accessible and new diversity can be 
directly generated during the amplification of the selected molecules. In the in vivo systems, 
additional steps are required to introduce new diversity. The genetic material needs first to be 
extracted and then reintroduced in the living system after increase of diversity. In vivo systems 
are generally more robust, but the library size is limited by the efficiency of transformation or 
transfection. 
Apparently directed evolution can easily select molecules with the desired properties, 
finding sequences not even predictable by protein engineers. However, certain proteins might 
be incompatible with particular selection systems or maybe there is no suitable selection 
system for the properties that the proteins should be selected for. In these cases a design 
approach can represent an alternative way and also a starting point for selection. 
Excluding these exceptions, when using directed evolution methods, the outcome is 
dependent not only on the selection, but also on the quality of the initial library. Library 
members able to unspecifically interact with some components of the selection system or with 
target molecules will thus be always selected, hiding the real desired molecules. At the same 
time, the more misfolded proteins are encoded in the library, the higher is the chance of 
unspecific binding, due to the exposed hydrophobic residues. Library members containing 
mutations in few precise positions not affecting the core packing are likely to be folded, but 
mutants with the whole sequence changed are more prone to incorrect folding, aggregation 
and unspecific binding. The latter can be indeed the case when diversity is randomly 
generated, for example using error prone PCR with high mutation rate. If a library is made 
from a stable scaffold, choosing which positions to mutate and avoiding mutations in the 
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hydrophobic core, some combination of residues can be missed but the chance of obtaining 
misfolded proteins is reduced and the overall library quality is higher. 
Therefore, rational design and direct evolution are not necessarily in contrast, but can be 
combined together. Directed evolution on tailor made libraries, based on an engineered 
scaffold, can represent the best approach to obtain a molecule with the desired properties. 
Following such principle, a library was designed in this work based on an engineered 
armadillo repeat protein scaffold (Chapter 2); the procedure of library generation is described 
in Chapter 3. Use of ribosome display as selection method will be described in Chapter 4. 
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What is an armadillo? 
 
The most frequent question concerning armadillo repeat proteins is if they are actually 
coming from the animal armadillo. A simple answer is that they have no relationship with the 
animal, even though armadillos, like all the eukaryotic species, possess armadillo repeat 
proteins. 
Historically the name armadillo was attributed to a Drosophila melanogaster mutant with 
a defect in the larval development. The mutant was identified during a series of pioneering 
experiments of systematic mutagenesis by Christiane Nüsslein-Volhard and Eric Wieschaus in 
the eighties, aimed to discover genes involved in embryogenesis 1; 2. Their work was 
acknowledged with the Nobel Prize in 1995. 
The body of the D. melanogaster larva is characterized by a precise segmentation pattern 
along the anterior-posterior axis (Fig. 1). Mutations in the armadillo gene affect every segment 
in the larva: the phenotype observed in the mutant is a duplication of the anterior part of each 
segment replaced the posterior part, forming a continuous series of stripes on the cuticle of the 
larva (Fig. 2). The phenotype classifies it as a “segment polarity gene” and accounts also for 
the name. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1 Armadillo expression pattern in Drosophila 
melanogaster embryo. The green fluorescence indicates the 
presence of the armadillo protein. Image from Tolwinski 
group, Sloan-Kettering Institute, New York, USA. 
 
 
 
 
 
In the following years the DNA and protein sequence analysis of armadillo revealed the 
presence of a new type of repeated sequence, hence named armadillo repeat 3. New proteins 
were later discovered to have similar repeated sequences and named together as armadillo 
repeat proteins; the first definition of a common consensus sequence among the different 
proteins was given by Peifer et al. in 1994 4. 
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Fig. 2 arm embryos exhibit a segment polarity 
phenotype. Dark-field photomicrographs of 
ventral cuticle preparations of a wild-type 
embryo (a) and an arm 2sB embryo (b). Loss of 
arm function produces anterior-type denticles in 
the posterior naked cuticle region of each 
segment, often forming an apparent mirror image 
of the anterior denticle belt. Figure and 
description from Riggleman et al. 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
The discovery of new proteins containing armadillo repeats increased further, but their 
three-dimensional structure remained elusive until 1997, when the structure of β-catenin, the 
mammalian homologue of armadillo, was unraveled by the group of William Weis 5, and 
shortly after that Conti et al. released the structure of the yeast karyopherin α 6. 
Based on the available sequence information and on the structures, the armadillo repeat 
protein family was then more clearly defined in 2001 by Andrade et al. 7. Their 
characterization of key residues and their definition of subgroups inside the family were the 
starting point for the design of an artificial armadillo repeat protein. 
 
 
The armadillo repeat protein family 
 
Armadillo repeat proteins form a widespread eukaryotic protein family found in every 
eukaryotic organism. Pfam 8 and SMART 9; 10 report approximately 1130 sequences 
containing armadillo repeat proteins.  
Structurally and evolutionarily, armadillo repeat proteins are related to HEAT repeat 
proteins and a common origin has been proposed 11; 12. However a detailed analysis of key 
residues for the three-dimensional structure allows one to distinguish between the two families 
and helps to identify subfamilies 7. Armadillo repeat proteins are involved in protein-protein 
recognition in cytoplasm-nucleus transport (e.g. importin α), cytoskeleton regulation and 
anchoring to membrane structures (p120 family), signal transduction (β-catenin) and a 
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plethora of other function, especially characteristic of plants, where armadillo repeat proteins 
form also the recognition domain of several ubiquitin ligase complexes 13. 
Nowadays 32 crystal structures are available but most of them are complexes of few 
proteins with different targets: β-catenin from mouse and human are almost identical (1 amino 
acid difference) and are present with 7 structures each, together with karyopherin α from S. 
cerevisiae (7 structures), importin α2 from mouse (9 structures), importin α2 from human (1 
structure), plakophilin from human (1 structure). Other similar structures (e.g. pumilio repeat 
protein 14, Mo25α 15, mDia1 16) have been solved but their reduced sequence homology did 
not lead to an inclusion in the armadillo family. Solenoid structures composed of α-helices are 
recurring motives during evolution; whether they are a product of convergent evolution or 
quick divergence is still an open question. 
S. cerevisiae contains only two armadillo repeat proteins, importin α and vac8, involved in 
membrane fusion and vacuole formation. Surprisingly, in particular for importin α, the number 
of repeats is the same as in plants, worms, arthropods or mammals, indicating that probably 
the armadillo family did not evolve from this stage by duplication of sequences. This 
hypothesis is supported when looking at the homology of the single repeats: each of them is 
more similar to the corresponding repeat in the orthologous proteins than to other repeats in 
the same protein, a clear indication of evolution of the domain as a single entity. The same 
observation holds for the other subfamilies. The presence of exon-intron boundaries not in 
register with the repeats confirms that the domain formation probably happened before the 
appearance of introns, and no further repeat expansion took place since then (Fig. 3).  
How did this family arise in the first place in eukaryotes is still unknown, only few 
hypothetical proteins containing dispersed armadillo repeat related sequences can be found in 
archea and bacteria. 
A coevolution of importin α with importin β (a HEAT repeat protein) can be postulated 
based on function and sequence similarity 11, but the evolutionary relationship between 
importin α, β-catenin and other armadillo repeat proteins, ubiquitous in multicellular 
organisms, is still obscure. A phylogenetic tree based on sequence distance (Fig. 4) reveals 
that the subfamily connections can be only traced back to a hypothetical ancestor of all the 
proteins containing armadillo repeats. Probably, the subfamilies evolved independently from 
each other. 
Despite the scarce knowledge of armadillo repeat protein evolution, the sequence 
information represents the starting point for a consensus-based approach for the design of new  
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armadillo repeat proteins. The sequences of natural armadillo domains do not easily allow the 
replacement, deletion, insertion of repeats because of lack of a common surface at the 
interfaces between repeats. Compatible repeats should then be generated, able to be combined 
and to grant improved biophysical properties to newly designed armadillo repeat proteins. 
 
Fig. 4 Phylogenetic tree of armadillo repeat protein family. This three is a simplified version of the family tree, 
generated using representative sequences of different subfamilies. The proteins are identified by their UniProt 
entries. The phylogenetic tree was calculated from sequence homology using GCG (Accelrys Inc., San Diego, CA). 
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Residue Choices in Internal Repeats 
Several residues present in the originally defined consensus sequences (Fig. S1) were 
replaced and some maintained despite their apparent unfavorable properties. The rationale 
behind these choices is illustrated here. The residues obtained from the consensus sequences 
were maintained in the positions not mentioned here. 
Gln5, present in the consensus type I and C, can potentially form a hydrogen bond with 
Asp9 of the same repeat, stabilizing H1 (observed in structure 1EE5 1). Gly11 is conserved for 
its crucial role in bending the polypeptide chain between H1 and H2, being compatible with a 
positive φ angle required at this position. Pro14 is an unusual conserved feature of armadillo 
repeats, present at a frequency of 62% in the alignment of importin repeats, 35% for 
catenin/plakoglobin repeats and 50% in the overall alignment. It is located at the beginning of 
H2, at a position where it is still not necessary to involve the backbone nitrogen in a hydrogen 
bond; instead of disrupting the secondary structure, it adopts the φ/ψ angles typical for α-
helices in the available crystal structures. Asn37 is a well conserved residue in all consensus 
sequences, due to its critical role in binding to the backbone of target peptides. Trp33 is also 
involved in binding, specifically in the recognition of target side chains in the case of 
importin-α proteins. Thus, it appears with high frequency in the importin subfamily and it is 
therefore present in the overall consensus as well. All the residues described above were 
maintained. 
Further modifications were introduced in the original consensus sequences (Fig S1) to 
meet the requirements for protein production (e.g. lack of cysteines) or to avoid structural 
defects (e.g. presence of potential clashes) that could have arisen from a purely sequence-
based alignment. Cys30 (18%) and Cys41 (21%) in the catenin consensus were replaced by 
the second most common amino acid (Ala 12% and His 17%, respectively), to avoid the 
formation of undesired disulfide bonds that might limit possible future applications. 
 
Fig. S1 Consensus sequences derived from multiple alignments. (a) Consensus sequence obtained from 
alignment of SMART armadillo seed sequences. (b) Consensus sequences of importin and catenin/plakoglobin 
subfamilies and overall consensus; sequences used for the alignment were retrieved using a profile based on 
SMART sequences. The sequences are limited to 40 residues and do not contain the loop between adjacent 
repeats. Amino acids are colored according to their relative frequency. (c) Consensus sequences of importin and 
catenin/plakoglobin subfamilies and overall consensus after manual refinement of the alignment. The cylinders 
indicate the putative α-helices and the numbers denote the positions inside the single repeats according to the 
conventions introduced. The residues are colored according to amino acid type, as indicated at the bottom. For 
each position of the sequences, the most frequent, the second and the third most frequent type of residue are 
indicated, with the relative frequency expressed as percentage. 
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Pro2 (30%), in the importin consensus, was substituted with the approximately equally 
conserved Glu (26%), as Pro at such position would probably disrupt H1, as indicated by 
importin-α crystal structures. In the catenin consensus, position 9 shows a preference for long 
aliphatic side-chains, either non-polar or polar (Leu, Glu, Gln); however, this residue is 
solvent-exposed, and Leu9 (21%) was substituted by the second most common amino acid 
Glu (19%). In the importin consensus, Pro15 (19%) (Fig. S1) was derived from sequences 
which do not possess a Pro in position 14. A double Pro14-Pro15 never occurs in the observed 
sequences and it is likely to be extremely destabilizing for H2. Position 15 is usually occupied 
by small hydrophobic residues in combination with Pro14. Arg also represents a relatively 
common choice (16%) but it occurs almost exclusively in the second repeat of natural 
importins. Val was therefore chosen as more general substitution, instead of Arg, due to the 
slightly higher frequency of occurrence (13%) compared to other residues. The catenin 
consensus has Gln as most frequent amino acid (27%) at position 18. However, both Arg and 
Lys are represented almost at the same frequency (25% and 20% respectively), indicating a 
preference for positively charged residues. Arg was thus chosen at this position due to its 
higher frequency. Positions 24 and 25 at the joint between loop H2-H3 and H3 show a clear 
preference for acidic residues in all consensus sequences. However, a pair of negatively 
charged residues never occurs in the observed sequences, and it could lead to charge repulsion 
or formation of a negatively charged belt along the whole protein. The most conserved 
residues in importin and catenin consensus sequences were preserved (Asp24 in the importin 
consensus (49%) and Glu25 in the catenin/plakoglobin consensus (43%), respectively). To 
reduce the local negative charge, Asn (11%) was chosen to replace Glu (19%) at position 25 
in the importin consensus, because it is the second most frequent polar residue. Asp24 in the 
catenin/plakoglobin consensus (20%) was substituted by Asn (10%), a choice driven by the 
similarity to the original residue in a pool of candidates with almost the same frequency (Arg, 
Asn, Met, Ser, Tyr, Val). In the overall consensus, a preferred position for the negative charge 
is not pronounced (Asp24 36%, Glu25 27% in type C), and the alternative amino acids have 
all very low frequency (<10%). The residues selected for replacement were thus chosen to 
improve the H3 stability: Glu25 was kept in the overall consensus due to its higher helical 
propensity and Asn24 was introduced to keep structural similarity to the more frequent residue 
Asp and to take advantage of its propensity as an N-cap residue 2-5. Gly was introduced at 
position 42 for cloning purposes. It is noteworthy that, because of short H3-H1 loops (1-3 
residues in general), one position of the loop is very often occupied by a Gly. Taking into 
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account that position 41 is sometimes involved in binding and will then possibly be subjected 
to mutation for applications, it is important to keep a constant glycine inside the loop to 
maintain the required flexibility. 
 
Designed capping repeats 
Capping repeats were designed based on type C internal repeat. A detailed description of the 
residues introduced in the capping repeats is provided here. The original residues of the type C 
repeat were maintained in the positions which are not described. 
The N-terminal designed capping repeat (Na) goes from position 12 to 42 and includes 
only H2 and H3. Positions 12, 19, 27, 34 are occupied by hydrophobic residues in the 
consensus and had to be replaced by hydrophilic residues based on structures and common 
residues obtained from alignment of N-terminal capping sequences. Ser12 provides the N-
terminal helix cap of H2. Asn14 substitutes the more common proline, providing a polar 
residue with a relatively short side chain. Glu15 can interact with Ser12 in a helix and can 
additionally stabilize it 6. Lys18 can form a salt bridge with Glu15, stabilizing the helix, and, 
in general, a long polar residue is required at this position. Gln19 provides a hydrophobic part 
for interaction with the neighboring internal repeat as well as a polar moiety for solvent 
exposure. Asn21 is common at this position and it has a good propensity as helix C-capping 
residue. Asp23 and Asp24 are conserved as a charged couple in several N-terminal capping 
repeats. Gln25 is well conserved, polar and with high helical propensity. Gln27 provides a 
hydrophobic part for interaction with the neighboring internal repeat as well as a polar moiety 
for solvent exposure. Gln33, well conserved among capping repeats, substitutes the Trp, 
present at high frequency in internal modules because involved in binding in importins. Lys34 
is present at moderate frequency in N-terminal capping repeats, among other polar residues. 
Arg36 has a high frequency of occurrence and seems to be able to interact with Trp33 present 
in the importin and overall consensus. Gln37 has a long side chain typical for residues at this 
position, and, instead of the more common lysine, avoids the formation of a positively charged 
spot in combination with Arg36. Asp41 maintains the negative charge often present in this 
position and breaks the helix. Gly42 was introduced to add flexibility and for further module 
assembly. 
The C-terminal designed capping repeat (Ca) includes all three helices. Positions 8, 13, 17, 
20, 28, 32, 35, 38, 39 are occupied by hydrophobic residues in the consensus and had to be 
replaced by hydrophilic residues based on structures and common residues obtained from 
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alignment of C-terminal capping sequences. Lys4 can potentially contribute to the 
hydrophobic core with the long aliphatic part of the side chain, while contacting the solvent 
with the positively charged amino-group. Lys8 is present to avoid the formation of a cluster of 
negative charges that would be formed if a conserved glutamate was used at this position, 
while keeping a high helical propensity and a long side chain. Glu9 is a highly conserved 
residue. Ala12 can potentially interact with the hydrophobic core. Glu14 is a common polar 
residue with high helical propensity as substitute for proline. Lys15 is also a common polar 
residue with relatively high helical propensity. Leu13 occupies a former hydrophobic core 
position, but it was retained for its high helical propensity and its ability to interact with 
Phe39. Glu17 corresponds to a core position in an internal repeat; the hydrophobic residue 
was substituted with this frequently occurring hydrophilic amino acid with high helical 
propensity. Gln20 is the more frequent polar residue used to substitute the conserved leucine 
present in the internal repeats. Positions from 21 to 23 are not clearly defined, showing strong 
conservation in the catenin/plakoglobin subfamily (maybe for functional reasons) and higher 
degree of variability in importins. The most conserved residues from the importin subfamily 
were thus chosen to occupy these positions. Gln28 can provide hydrophobic interactions and a 
polar side chain, and represents a better choice compared to a conserved tyrosine in the 
importin subfamily and an alanine in the catenin/plakoglobin subfamily. Gln32 provides high 
helical propensity and a polar side chain. The presence of frequent aromatic residues at this 
position does not seem to have a structural reason, judging from the crystal structures. Glu33 
is one of the charged residues often found at this position and it has high helical propensity. 
Glu36 has high frequency in importins where this position is occupied by acidic residues, 
while in the catenin/plakoglobin subfamily phenylalanine and tyrosine are present. The 
aromatic residues have probably a functional role, but in our case a charged residue constitutes 
the better choice, because of the exposed position. Lys37 was chosen to replace the conserved 
asparagine in the internal repeats. Gln38 was chosen to replace hydrophobic residues, always 
present at this position both in internal and capping repeats, while providing a polar moiety in 
contact with the solvent. Phe39 is conserved in several capping repeats. From the available 
structures, it seems to be important for sealing of the hydrophobic core of importins and for 
compactness of C-terminal capping repeat via interaction with Leu13. His41 has been added 
as capping residue to stabilize H3. 
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Fig. S2 Scheme of the assembly strategy for designed armadillo repeat protein constructs at the DNA level. 
Oligonucleotides are assembled to an internal or terminal capping module by PCR. The single modules contain 
external restriction sites for BamHI and KpnI for insertion in the vector and sites for the type IIS restriction 
enzymes BsaI and BpiI for ligation of the modules. The construction of YC2A from the internal module C, the N-
terminal cap Ny and the C-terminal cap Ca is shown as an example. 
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Fig. S3 Sequence of the designed armadillo repeat protein YC2A. The translated amino acid sequence is shown 
on the top of the DNA sequence as single letter code. The bars indicate the separations between the modules and 
between the MRGSHis6 tag provided by the vector and the N-terminal capping module. The modules are 
indicated on the right. The restriction sites used for cloning are highlighted in gray. The star (*) indicates the 
presence of a stop codon. 
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Fig. S5 Thermal denaturation of 
hydrophobic core mutants. The most 
promising mutants, based on size 
exclusion chromatography and ANS 
binding experiments, are shown. The 
CD signal at 222 nm is reported as 
mean residue ellipticity (MRE) as a 
function of temperature. Remarkably, 
all the mutants have similar ellipticity 
at 20°C. mut7 is characterized by the 
steepest and largest transition. 
Fig. S4 Circular dichroism (CD) spectra 
of designed consensus armadillo repeat 
proteins. From the top, I-type, T-type 
and C-type proteins containing 2, 4 or 8 
internal modules are shown. The CD 
spectra of the natural armadillo domains 
of human importin-α1 (α Arm) and 
mouse β-catenin (βArm) are indicated by 
empty and filled circles, respectively. 
The values are reported as mean residue 
ellipticity (MRE).  
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Table S1: Oligonucleotides used for the assembly and cloning of designed and natural armadillo 
repeat protein genes  
name sequence 5'-3' direction description (for=forward, rev=reverse) 
AcatFOR CGGGATCCACACGTGCAATTCCTG for β-catenin mouse 
AcatREV GCGGTACCATTAGTCCTCAGACATTCGG rev β-catenin mouse 
IMAF5 CGGGATCCCATCACTTCTGACATGATTGAG for importin-α1 human 
IMAR5 GCGGTACCATTACCCGAAGTAATGCTCAATAAG rev importin-α1 human 
pQE_f_1 CGGATAACAATTTCACACAG forward primer for pQE vectors 
pQE_r_1 GTTCTGAGGTCATTACTG reverse primer for pQE vectors 
Ny1F CCAGGGATCCGAACTGCCGCAGATGACCCAGCAGCTGAACTCTG for assembly Ny module and amplification 
Ny2R CGGTAGCAGACAGCTGTTCCTGCATGTCGTCAGAGTTCAGCTGCTGGG rev assembly Ny module 
Ny3F GAACAGCTGTCTGCTACCGTTAAATTCCGTCAGATCCTGTCTCGTGATGG for assembly Ny module 
Ny4R TTCCTGGTACCCTAAGGTCTCAACCATCACGAGACAGGATCTG rev assembly Ny module and amplification 
Na1F CCAGGGATCCTCTCTGAACGAACTGGTTAAACAGCTGAACTCCG for assembly Na module and amplification 
Na2R CTGAGCAGCTTCTTTCAGCTGTTTCTGGTCGTCGGAGTTCAGCTGTTTAACCAG rev assembly Na module 
Na3F CAGCTGAAAGAAGCTGAAAGAAGCTGCTCAGAAACTGCGTCAGCTGGCTTCCGATGG for assembly Na module 
Na4R TTCCTGGTACCCTAAGGTCTCAACCATCGGAAGCCAGCTG rev assembly Na module and amplification 
Cy1F CCAGGGATCCTAGGAAGACCTTGGTGACAACATCAACG for assembly Cy module and amplification 
Cy2R GCCACCAGCCTTCTCGATGAAGTCCGCGTTCTCGTTGATGTTGTCACCAAGG rev assembly Cy module 
Cy3F CGAGAAGGCTGGTGGCATGGAGAAGATCTTCAACTGCCAGCAGAACG for assembly Cy module 
Cy4R GCTTTCTCGTAGATCTTGTCGTTCTCGTTCTGCTGGCAGTTG rev assembly Cy module 
Cy5F CGACAAGATCTACGAGAAAGCTTACAAGATCATCGAAACCTACTTCGGC for assembly Cy module 
Cy6R TTCCTGGTACCTCATTAGCCGAAGTAGGTTTCGATG rev assembly Cy module and amplification 
CyM1F CCAGGGATCCTAGGAAGACCTTGGTAACGAGAACGCGG for assembly Cm module and amplification 
CyM2R GCCACCAGCCTTCTCGATGAAGTCCGCGTTCTCGTTACCAAGG rev assembly Cm module 
CyM3F CGAGAAGGCTGGTGGCATGGAGAAGATCTTCAACGCTCAGCAGAACG for assembly Cm module 
CyM4R GCTTTCTCGTAGATCTTGTCGTTCTCGTTCTGCTGAGCGTTG rev assembly Cm module 
Ca1F CCAGGGATCCTAGGAAGACCTTGGTAACGAACAGAAACAGGC for assembly Ca module and amplification 
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Table S1: Oligonucleotides used for the assembly and cloning of designed and natural armadillo 
repeat protein genes (continued) 
name sequence 5'-3' direction description (for=forward, rev=reverse) 
Ca2R GTTTCTCCAGAGCACCAGCTTCTTTAACAGCCTGTTTCTGTTCGTTACC rev assembly Ca module 
Ca3F GCTGGTGCTCTGGAGAAACTGGAACAGCTGCAGTCCCACGAG for assembly Ca module 
Ca4R CCTGAGCTTCTTTCTGGATCTTCTCGTTCTCGTGGGACTGCAGC rev assembly Ca module 
Ca5F GATCCAGAAAGAAGCTCAGGAAGCTCTGGAGAAGCAGTTCTCCC for assembly Ca module 
Ca6R TTCCTGGTACCTCATTAGTGGGAGAACTGCTTCTCCAG rev assembly Ca module and amplification 
imp1F CCAGGGATCCTAGGAAGACCTTGGTAACGAACAGATCC 
for assembly importin module and 
amplification 
imp2R ACCGGCAGAGCACCAGCGTCGATAACAGCCTGGATCTGTTCGTTACCAAGG rev assembly importin module 
imp3F CTGGTGCTCTGCCGGTTCTGGTTGAACTGCTGTCCTCTCCGGAC for assembly importin module 
imp4R CCACAGAGCTTCTTTCTGGATCTTGTTGTCCGGAGAGGACAGCAG rev assembly importin module 
imp5F TCCAGAAAGAAGCTCTGTGGGCTCTGTCTAACATCACTTCTGGTGGTTGAGACC for assembly importin module 
imp6R TTCCTGGTACCCTAAGGTCTCAACCACCAGAAGTG 
rev assembly importin module and 
amplification 
cat1F CCAGGGATCCTAGGAAGACCTTGGTGAAGC 
for assembly catenin module and 
amplification 
cat2R CCACCAGATTCACGGATAGCCAGTTTGTTAGCTTCACCAAGGTCTTCC rev assembly catenin module 
cat3F CTATCCGTGAATCTGGTGGTATCCCGGCTCTGGTTCGTCTGCTGTCCTC for assembly catenin module 
cat4R TAGCAGCTTCCAGGATCTTCTCGTTGTTAGAGGACAGCAGACGAACC rev assembly catenin module 
cat5F AAGATCCTGGAAGCTGCTACTGGCACTCTGCACAACCTGGCTCTGCATGGTTGAG for assembly catenin module 
cat6R TTCCTGGTACCCTAAGGTCTCAACCATGCAGAGCC 
rev assembly catenin module and 
amplification 
cons1F CCAGGGATCCTAGGAAGACCTTGGTAACGAACAAATCC 
for assembly consensus module and 
amplification 
cons2R AGCCGGCAGACCACCAGCATCGATAACAGCTTGGATTTGTTCGTTACCAAGG rev assembly consensus module 
cons3F GGTGGTCTGCCGGCTCTGGTTCAACTGCTGTCCTCTCCGAACG for assembly consensus module 
cons4R CCAAGCAGCTTCTTTCAGGATCTTCTCGTTCGGAGAGGACAGC rev assembly consensus module 
cons5F CCTGAAAGAAGCTGCTTGGGCTCTGTCTAACCTGGCTTCTGGTGGTTGAG for assembly consensus module 
cons6R TTCCTGGTACCCTAAGGTCTCAACCACCAGAAGCCAG 
rev assembly consensus module and 
amplification 
2A-rev AGCCGGCAGAGCACCAGCATCGATAACAGCTTGGATTTGTTCGTTACCAAGG rev hydrophobic core mutants assembly 
2AVrev AGCCGGAACAGCACCAGCATCGATAACAGCTTGGATTTGTTCGTTACCAAGG rev hydrophobic core mutants assembly 
2AIrev AGCCGGGATAGCACCAGCATCGATAACAGCTTGGATTTGTTCGTTACCAAGG rev hydrophobic core mutants assembly 
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Table S1: Oligonucleotides used for the assembly and cloning of designed and natural armadillo 
repeat protein genes (continued) 
name sequence 5'-3' direction description (for=forward, rev=reverse) 
3A-for GGTGCTCTGCCGGCTCTGGTTCAACTGCTGTCCTCTCCGAACG for hydrophobic core mutants assembly 
3AVfor GGTGCTGTTCCGGCTCTGGTTCAACTGCTGTCCTCTCCGAACG for hydrophobic core mutants assembly 
3AIfor GGTGCTATCCCGGCTCTGGTTCAACTGCTGTCCTCTCCGAACG for hydrophobic core mutants assembly 
4LLrev CCACAGAGCTTCTTTCAGCAGCTTCTCGTTCGGAGAGGACAGC rev hydrophobic core mutants assembly 
4LVrev CCAAACAGCTTCTTTCAGCAGCTTCTCGTTCGGAGAGGACAGC rev hydrophobic core mutants assembly 
4VLrev CCACAGAGCTTCTTTCAGAACCTTCTCGTTCGGAGAGGACAGC rev hydrophobic core mutants assembly 
4L-rev CCAAGCAGCTTCTTTCAGCAGCTTCTCGTTCGGAGAGGACAGC rev hydrophobic core mutants assembly 
4-Lrev CCACAGAGCTTCTTTCAGGATCTTCTCGTTCGGAGAGGACAGC rev hydrophobic core mutants assembly 
5L--for CTGAAAGAAGCTCTGTGGGCTCTGTCTAACCTGGCTTCTGGTGGTTGAG for hydrophobic core mutants assembly 
5V--for CTGAAAGAAGCTGTTTGGGCTCTGTCTAACCTGGCTTCTGGTGGTTGAG for hydrophobic core mutants assembly 
5-V-for CTGAAAGAAGCTGCTTGGGTTCTGTCTAACCTGGCTTCTGGTGGTTGAG for hydrophobic core mutants assembly 
5LV-for CTGAAAGAAGCTCTGTGGGTTCTGTCTAACCTGGCTTCTGGTGGTTGAG for hydrophobic core mutants assembly 
5VV-for CTGAAAGAAGCTGTTTGGGTTCTGTCTAACCTGGCTTCTGGTGGTTGAG for hydrophobic core mutants assembly 
5--Ifor CTGAAAGAAGCTGCTTGGGCTCTGTCTAACATCGCTTCTGGTGGTTGAG for hydrophobic core mutants assembly 
5L-Ifor CTGAAAGAAGCTCTGTGGGCTCTGTCTAACATCGCTTCTGGTGGTTGAG for hydrophobic core mutants assembly 
5LVIfor CTGAAAGAAGCTCTGTGGGTTCTGTCTAACATCGCTTCTGGTGGTTGAG for hydrophobic core mutants assembly 
6Irev TTCCTGGTACCCTAAGGTCTCAACCACCAGAAGCGAT 
rev hydrophobic core mutants assembly and 
amplification 
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 Table S2 : oligonucleotides used in assembly of single internal modules 
Mutant oligo #1 oligo #2 oligo #3 oligo #4 oligo #5 oligo #6 
mut1 cons1F cons2R cons3F 4LLrev 5L--for cons6R 
mut2 cons1F 2A-rev 3A-for 4VLrev 5L--for cons6R 
mut3 cons1F 2A-rev 3A-for 4LLrev 5L--for cons6R 
mut4 cons1F 2A-rev 3A-for 4L-rev 5--Ifor 6Irev 
mut5 cons1F 2A-rev 3A-for 4L-rev 5-V-for cons6R 
mut6 cons1F 2A-rev 3A-for 4L-rev cons5F cons6R 
mut7 cons1F 2A-rev 3A-for 4-Lrev 5L-Ifor 6Irev 
mut8 cons1F 2AVrev 3AVfor 4LLrev 5L--for cons6R 
mut9 cons1F 2AIrev 3AIfor 4LLrev 5L--for cons6R 
mut10 cons1F 2A-rev 3A-for 4LVrev 5V--for cons6R 
mut11 cons1F 2A-rev 3A-for 4VLrev 5LV-for cons6R 
mut12 cons1F 2A-rev 3A-for 4LLrev 5LV-for cons6R 
mut13 cons1F 2AIrev 3AIfor 4LLrev 5LV-for cons6R 
mut14 cons1F 2A-rev 3A-for 4LVrev 5VV-for cons6R 
mut15 cons1F 2A-rev 3A-for cons4R cons5F cons6R 
mut16 cons1F cons2R cons3F 4LLrev 5L-Ifor 6Irev 
mut17 cons1F 2AVrev 3AVfor 4LLrev 5LVIfor 6Irev 
mut18 cons1F 2AIrev 3AIfor cons4R cons5F cons6R 
mut19 cons1F cons2R cons3F 4L-rev cons5F cons6R 
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Table S3 
Table S3 shows the summary of the results from the simulated annealing approach for the 432 mutants (left 
column) and the original structures (in the upper part).  
In the top rows, energy values for the original crystal structures after simulated annealing are indicated. 2bct, 
1q1t, 1ee4 are the original structures of mouse β-catenin, mouse importin-α and yeast importin-α, respectively. 
Catm, impm, impy are the starting models derived from the original structures where the capping repeats have 
been replaced by the designed capping repeats Ncap and Ccap. 
In the leftmost column (#), each hydrophobic core mutant is identified by a number, from 0 to 431 and the 
mutants are ordered according to the total rank (second leftmost column). These values do not take into account 
electrostatic contributions. The value used for the ranking (m1m) is the sum of the ranks of median (me), first 
percentile (1) and minimum (mi) in all the three starting structures. A second value (m1) is given, which denotes 
the sum of median and first percentile among the three structures. Individual ranks are also reported for median 
(me), first percentile (1), minimum (mi) referring to each starting structure. On the right of the ranks, the 
corresponding potential energy values (expressed as kcal/mol) are indicated for median, first percentile (1st perc.) 
and minimum in each structure. 
For each mutant the hydrophobic core residues are indicated as a change, compared to the original C-type 
consensus: the dashes indicate no change. The amino acids are indicated in single letter code. The positions not 
mutated are indicated in gray. 
The average volume for core residues of internal repeats is indicated for mouse β-catenin, mouse importin-α, 
yeast importin-α (corresponding PDB ID are indicated) and for the C-type consensus. In the case of mutants, the 
core volume is expressed as difference to the core volume of C-type consensus sequence: V(mut)-V(cons). 
Volumes were calculated according to Chothia 1 in units of Å3. 
The mutants selected for expression and characterization are indicated left of the first column with the 
corresponding name. The first eight mutants, with a ranking value better than the C-type consensus (#264) were 
selected. Other high ranking mutants, even if not present in the very top group, were selected because of 
particularly interesting sequences or results in the ranking process. 
mut5 (#2): moderate volume increase, comparison with #8, same composition, only position 27 and 28 
exchanged. 
mut6 (#0): equivalent to consensus among the first 50 top mutants. Always good rank, only high median in 
importin mouse structure; it was thus considered to be a good candidate. 
mut7 (#53): most similar to importin consensus sequence 
mut10 (#8): moderate volume increase, comparison with #8, same composition, only position 27 and 28 
exchanged. mut13 (#78): high volume and several β-branched residues. 
mut14 (#10): high volume and several β-branched residues. 
mut15 (#48): simplest mutation with volume gain (G->A) compared to consensus. 
mut16 (#221): good rank, only high median in catenin mouse structure; it was thus considered to be a good 
candidate. 
mut17 (#151): high volume and several β-branched residues. 
mut18 (#120): good rank, only high median in catenin mouse structure; it was thus considered to be a good 
candidate. 
mut19 (#216): highest ranking mutant with low core volume. 
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Refinement of consensus designed proteins 
 
The protein YM4A was characterized as a stable protein with native-like properties, by size 
exclusion chromatography, ANS binding, circular dichroism and NMR. YM4A forms a 
compact structure as indicated also by heteronuclear NOE measurements (Fig. 5): a measured 
value close to 1 for the transfer of magnetization between a backbone nitrogen and the 
covalently attached hydrogen indicates a rigid local environment. 
The NMR data reveal also an influence of the pH on the HSQC spectrum. Sharp and 
dispersed peaks are characteristic of well defined and rather rigid structures. The peak 
broadening and the loss of resolution at pH lower than 10 indicate that protonated groups are 
involved in the flexibility of the polypeptide (Fig. 6). When the pH is higher than 10, the 
residues are probably deprotonated and the molecule becomes more rigid. 
The stability of YM4A under different pH conditions was analyzed and is reported in Fig. 
7. The CD spectrum is not affected by the shift in pH from 8 to 11. An increase of 4-5°C in 
the midpoint of denaturation is, however, observed, indicating a higher thermal stability, 
despite the loss of renaturation efficiency at pH 11. 
 
 
Fig. 5 Heteronuclear NOE signals of YC4A and YM4A. The arbitrary values of HetNOEs on the y axis indicate 
the backbone flexibility of a specific amino acid. Values close to 1 are interpreted as rigid backbone signals, 
values below 0.6 and negative values are indications of high flexibility. YM4A appears as a fairly rigid protein, 
even if the data collection at pH 10 does not allow the detection of all the possible peaks. In contrast, YC4A (data 
collected at pH 6) is extremely flexible. The residues are numbered arbitrarily (no assignment was made) and 
indicated on the x axes. Only the clearly detectable peaks were used for the HetNOE signals determination. 
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Fig. 6 HSQC spectra of YM4A at different pH. While increasing the pH value from pH 8 to pH 11, the peaks 
become more sharp and resolved. 
 
 
The protonation state is thus really affecting the stability and a possible solution could be 
the replacement of the residues responsible for this effect. Only Arg and Lys possess a value 
of protonation constant (pKa=12.5 and 10.8 respectively) compatible with the transition. The 
two Arg of the molecule are located in the N-terminal capping repeat (another Arg is present 
as second residue before the His-tag) but their polar groups are probably only marginally 
involved in interactions with the rest of the molecule, judging from the homology models (Fig. 
8a). Two Lys, in contrast, are present in each repeat at positions 26 and 29 and are in close 
contact in the three-dimensional models. A repulsive effect of the positive charges might 
account for the destabilization of a compact structure, which disappear when the two Lys, or 
at least one, become deprotonated. Six more Lys are present in the C-terminal capping repeat 
but also in this case their interaction with the rest of the structure is less likely than for the 
internal ones. 
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Fig. 7 (a) CD spectra of YM4A at different 
pH. The pH slightly influences the value of 
mean residue ellipticity (MRE), but does not 
alter the shape of the spectrum. (b) 
Denaturation and renaturation profiles of 
YM4A at different pH. Renaturation 
efficiency is reduced at pH 11. Denaturation 
an drenaturation were followed by CD signal 
at 222 nm. 
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Y Ma 4A (KK) 
YM4A (KK) 
C-term 
Arg 
Lys 26 
Lys 29 
Other lys 
N-term 
 
 b  
Ny            ELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
 
KK NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEALWALSNIASGG 
 
KQ NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILQEALWALSNIASGG 
 
QK NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEQILKEALWALSNIASGG 
 
QQ NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEQILQEALWALSNIASGG  
 
Ca NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
 
Fig. 8 Residues involved in pH-dependent stability of YM4A. (a) Model of YM4A with residues 
potentially affecting the change in stability between pH 9 and pH 11. (b) Sequences of capping repeats 
(Ny and Ca). Arginines and lysines are indicated with the same colors as in Fig. 7a. The mutants called 
QQ, KQ, QK carry the mutations of Lys->Gln at positions 26 or 29. KK indicates the module M of 
which YM4A is built. 
 
To test this hypothesis, three mutant versions of YM4A were designed with one or two Lys 
replaced by a Gln. Gln is a polar residue, as required at the protein surface, it possess a long 
side chain typical of residues found at these positions and can potentially form stabilizing 
hydrogen bonds with the neighboring residues. In the further description KQ will stand for 
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mutation K29Q (Lys at position 26 being unaffected), QK for mutation K26Q (Lys at position 
29 being unaffected) and the double mutant QQ for K26Q K29Q (Fig. 8b). The original 
YM4A will, thus, be referred as KK. Each repeat of the protein will carry the same mutation. 
The point mutations were introduced in the single modules by standard mutagenesis 
protocols (Quickchange, Stratagene) and the modules assembled as described to form proteins 
with four identical internal modules. The mutants were expressed as soluble proteins and 
purified with yields up to 50 mg per liter of bacterial colture (Fig. 9). The mass of the proteins 
was confirmed by mass spectrometry. The characterization, performed as described above by 
size exclusion chromatography (SEC), multi angle light scattering (MALS), circular dichroism 
(CD), thermal denaturation and ANS (1-anilino-naphthalene-8-sulfonate) binding is reported 
in Fig. 10. 
 
Fig. 9 Expression and purification of YM4A mutants. S indicates soluble fraction and FT the flow 
through, 1 to 4 are the eluted fraction from IMAC purification. KK indicates the original YM4A, QQ, 
QK, KQ the mutants. The expected size for all the proteins is approximately 27 kDa. 
 
At pH 8 the mutants behave similarly to YM4A, with the exception of QK that forms 
oligomers and soluble aggregates eluting at high molecular weight in SEC (Fig. 10a). The 
correct size of the other proteins was confirmed by MALS (Fig. 10a). The values observed in 
CD (Fig. 10b) and ANS binding (Fig. 10c) are, however, very similar for all the proteins. The 
aggregated QK does not bind ANS significantly, indicating that the hydrophobic core is 
protected from the solvent access. All the mutants show an increase in thermal stability of 
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approximately 8°C compared to YM4A, when considering the midpoint of transition for 
qualitative comparison (Fig. 10d). Therefore, the mutations introduced stabilize the protein, 
but one combination (QK) is aggregation-prone. Compared to the other mutants, QK possess a 
higher value in mean residue ellipticity and a stable pre-transition baseline in thermal 
denaturation, both probably due to the aggregated form, which breaks up around 50°C. Above 
50°C the profile is comparable to the other proteins. 
 
 
Fig. 10 Biophysical characterization of KK and mutants. (a) size exclusion chromatography with Superdex 200 
column and light scattering. QK shows aggregation and two types of oligomers in addition to a small monomeric 
fraction. The other mutants behave as KK. The molecular mass, indicated by M, was calculated using MALS. V0 
indicates the void volume, BSA (bovin serum albumin) and CA (carbonic anhydrase) are the molecular weight 
standards. (b) CD spectra of the mutants are very similar to KK: QK shows a small loss in ellipticity and the 
other two versions an increase. (c) Thermal denaturation followed by CD at 222 nm. Unfolding curves possess 
the same profile but mutants have a midpoint of denaturation increased by approximately 8°C. (d) ANS binding 
signals are similar among all KK and the mutants. All the measurements were performed at pH 8. 
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Fig. 11 pH dependent SEC of mutants. At pH 6 (a) aggregation and early elution are observed for YM4A and the 
mutants. QK interacts with the column and elutes only gradually. At pH 10 (b) the elution profile are similar to 
the what observed at pH 8, with a monomeric peak for KK, KQ, QQ and a main aggregated fraction for QK. SEC 
was performed with 20 mM MES (2-N morpholino ethanesulfonic acid), 50 mM NaCl (pH 6) and 20 mM CAPS 
((3-cyclohexylamino)-2-hydroxy-1-propanesulfonic acid), 50 mM NaCl (pH 10). 
 
Additional SEC experiments were performed at pH 6 and pH 10 to verify the tendency of 
aggregation of the mutants (Fig. 11). The mutants behave similarly to YM4A, forming 
aggregates at low pH and remaining monomeric at high pH. Surprisingly, at pH 6 QK does not 
even elute but interacts with the column. A process of thermal denaturation and renaturation 
could potentially break down the aggregates and increase the fraction of monomeric QK, 
already present in low amounts. The protein was tested by SEC at pH 10 after renaturation at 
pH 8, but, in contrast to the original hypothesis, the soluble aggregates were found again as 
the dominating species (Fig. 11b). 
The proteins KQ, QK and QQ were further analyzed by HSQC NMR experiments at a 
concentration of 0.5 mM. The major peak of soluble aggregates was used in the case of QK. 
The data were collected at pH 8, pH 9 and pH 11 as described previously. 
When comparing the spectra at pH 9 with the spectrum of YM4A (Fig. 12), the resolution 
of the peaks appears clearly improved, similar to the spectrum of YM4A at pH 11 but with 
more visible peaks due to several signals that disappear at high pH. The mutants seem to be 
structurally more rigid at pH 9 than YM4A, as inferred already from the denaturation curves. 
Additional HetNOE experiments confirmed the HSQC results. The NOE signals, close to 
the value of 1 at pH 9, indicate that the detected residues of both KQ and QQ do not 
experience backbone flexibility (Fig. 13), similarly to what observed for YM4A (Fig. 5). The 
signal  of  QK decreases over time,  probably  as results of ongoing aggregation processes, and  
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Fig. 12 Comparison of HSQC spectra. The spectra observed at pH 9 for the mutants are similar to the 
result obtained with YM4A at pH 11. 
 
the sample could not be used for HetNOE measurements. The results support the initial 
hypothesis of stability being influenced by Lys charge repulsion. However, a number of 
residues at pH 8 in KQ and QQ show a significant decrease of NOE values in comparison to 
pH9, suggesting loss of rigidity for several residues. Unfortunately, assignment of the signals 
to the protein residues is problematic, due to the size limitations (MW 27 kDa) and the 
repeated sequence, preventing the identification of the flexible residues and their effects on the 
structure.  
However, the reduction of the pH-dependence of the protein stability from pH 11 to pH 9 
represents a significant improvement that brought the working range of the scaffold to more 
standard conditions for proteins. The armadillo proteins containing modules with the double 
lysine (M module) are still extremely valuable, for their ability of resisting to high pH 
conditions and for the advantages they could provide in terms of electrostatic interaction in 
case of negatively charged peptides. Therefore, the next step will be the generation of libraries 
based on these protein scaffolds.  
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 Fig. 13 HetNOE measurements of mutants. The HetNOE signals of up to 150 residues could be 
measured, in contrast to a maximum of 80 for YM4A at pH 11. The orizontal line represents an 
indicative value of 0.7 to qualitatively discriminate between residues with rigid or flexible backbone. (a) 
At pH 8 more than 60% of the signals belong to residues with rigid backbone, for both KQ and QQ. 
Lower values indicate a flexible backbone. (b) At pH 9 almost all the signals in QQ are above 0.7. QK 
was not measured due to precipitation and reduction of the concentration in solution during the 
experiment. 
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UA library for peptide binding 
 
Many scaffolds for protein recognition have been generated in the last decades as 
alternative to antibodies 1; 2; 3. One of the aims was to obtain libraries with the broadest 
possible range, able to provide binders against any type of target. Peptides have not been a 
preferential target and very few libraries were designed to provide specific binders, notably 
based on PDZ 4 and SH2 5 domains. The main goal was to investigate the specificity of these 
domains and to provide molecules able to interfere with cellular recognition processes. Theses 
domains are quite restricted however in the range of targets they are able to recognize: C-
terminal peptides for PDZ and phosphor-tyrosine peptides for SH2. No library for the 
recognition of peptides of arbitrary sequence has been then designed so far. 
A scaffold based on armadillo repeat proteins is not restricted to particular target 
sequences. The recognition of the backbone grants a constant binding mode, strengthened by 
the interaction with the side chains taking place at the helix 3 surface. No post-translational 
modification or free terminus is required. The only small limitation is represented by proline. 
The backbone nitrogen, involved in the formation of the pentameric ring, cannot be involved 
in any hydrogen bond, weakening the backbone binding. 
The modular structure of designed armadillo repeat proteins can provide a dipeptide-
specific recognition, taking advantage of the regularity of the binding site. Even if potentially 
accessible to all the designed repeat proteins, such modularity cannot be fully exploited if the 
targets, or part of them, cannot be recognized in a conserved and general way. 
Having the scaffold, the next step is the generation of the library that will be used for the 
selection of the binders. Several aspects come together when designing a library, first of all the 
structural constraints depending on the scaffold, but also the general concepts encompassing 
the library size, its diversity and the methods to achieve the desired level of randomization.  
 
 
UThe concept of library 
 
The properties of libraries, and specifically of proteins libraries, can be rigorously treated 
using mathematical expressions. An in depth view of library description in mathematical terms 
is provided by Bosley and Ostermeier 6 and the screening process is discussed by Denault and 
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Pelletier 7. I will refer here to their work to summarize some of the key concepts in the 
creation of a library based on armadillo repeat proteins. 
Library size (or complexity) refers to the number of different members present. The 
theoretical complexity is related to the method used to generate the library and indicates the 
maximum number of different variants. The practical complexity is the number of clones that 
can be reasonably handled during a selection or screening. The relation between the size of the 
library used as input for the selection and the capacity of the selection system determines the 
coverage of the selection, defined as the percentage of the initial library that can be, 
statistically, analyzed during the selection. As example, a selection method that can handle a 
number of molecules equal to 20 times the library size has more than 99% of coverage 7, 
which is the probability that every variant has been picked at least once. High coverage values 
are possible only for small libraries. In case of new binding proteins, large libraries are often 
required to select molecules with new specificities. A small library with a restricted set of 
mutations could completely avoid whole families of potential binders, which will be present in 
a large library, even thought the best binders could be missed. A strategy combining a low 
coverage and further affinity maturation of the selected molecules would represent in this case 
the preferred choice. 
A library size, however, depends on the methods used to generate the complexity 8. For 
error prone PCR the theoretical complexity can be estimated knowing the polymerase error 
rate and the length of the gene. Tailor-made libraries, generated by using oligonucleotides with 
randomized positions, allow the calculation of the complexity, provided that the ratio between 
the different nucleotides is known. An even more controlled variability can be generated using 
trinucleotide phosphoramidites 9. The insertion of pre-synthesized trinucleotides allows the 
introduction of the desired mixture of amino acids without the risk of inserting stop codons or 
undesired amino acids. The ratio between amino acids can be also controlled by the amount of 
specific trinucleotides employed during the oligonucleotide synthesis, leading to a better 
quality of the library. 
In general, an indication of library quality is the number of functional members. 
Frameshifts and stop codons, as results of mutagenesis, PCR or other manipulations, lead to 
truncated non-functional proteins. Ligation into a vector is never 100% efficient and, when a 
transformation step is involved, a fraction of the resulting clones will not contain any gene. 
Transformation is also a major source of library size reduction, due to its limited capacity. 
Methods that do not require any transformation step have a capacity of two to three orders of 
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magnitude higher than methods that require it (e.g. phage display and yeast display). If the 
introduction of stop codons can be calculated in case of oligonucleotides with randomized 
positions, the transformation efficiency and the fraction of empty vectors are usually 
determined experimentally. Statistics based on sequencing results finally provides an overview 
on the overall quality of a library, in terms of desired and unwanted mutations, expected 
amino acid ratios and fraction of functional proteins. The frameshifts observed are usually due 
to mistakes in the oligonucleotides. 
An additional “curing” of the library can be provided by in-frame selection systems, where 
proteins necessary for the survival of cells are expressed as C-terminal fusion proteins of the 
library members. Only members that are correctly translated lead to the production of the 
second protein and to the survival of the cells. A system recently developed uses a split intein 
as alternative for the selection 10. Depending on the library, the advantage of an in-frame 
selection must be, however, carefully balanced with the requirement of an additional ligation 
in a suitable vector and a transformation step that will probably reduce the library size. 
 
 
UThe armadillo library 
 
Positions responsible for binding can be identified from the crystal structures of complexes 
of armadillo repeat proteins with their targets. The results of the analysis are reported in Fig. 1. 
All the positions involved, except position 41, are located on helices and among them one on 
helix H1 and the others on helix H3. Recognition by secondary structure elements is 
characteristic of solenoid-like repeat proteins, in contrast to antibodies and other alternative 
scaffolds where the binding site is mainly formed by loops. The rigidity of these elements 
allows, in the armadillo proteins, the formation of the desired general binding mode that we 
would like to obtain in our library. 
Asn in position 37 is responsible for the recognition of the target backbone and the general 
binding mode; it is already present in the consensus and it will be kept constant. Position 4 
contributes both to the target binding and to the hydrophobic core formation; the residues at 
this position will be limited to the few compatible with the core packing. The residues 
appearing in natural proteins have been included, with the exception of Pro, which could 
destabilize the helix H1 and Ala, which is too small to reach the side chain of the targets. Glu 
has been added for the potential ability to interact with positive charges, even if not present in 
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the list of natural residues. Positions 26, 29 and 30 are used alternatively for the recognition of 
long target side chains: position 29 in catenin subfamily, position 30 and once position 26 in 
importin subfamily. Among them, only position 30 has been selected for randomization, being 
the most frequently used and considering that the importin binding is generally more regular 
than the catenin binding mode. Position 33 contains a Trp in the consensus and in the importin 
subfamily. The space occupied allows almost any residue at this position. Position 36 shows 
high variability, even though small residues are preferred in importins. Residues at this 
position could contribute significantly to binding. However, several residues could disrupt the 
backbone binding of the neighboring Asn37, replacing it, as observed in some catenin 
complexes, in the role of target main chain binder. Position 40 shows high variability, but 
large side chains are often present. Position 41 is part of the loop connecting H3 with H1 of 
the contiguous repeat. It interacts with the side chains of the target peptide mainly by 
backbone hydrogen bonds. However, several residues could be accommodated at this position 
providing new types of interaction. An almost complete randomization (no Cys to avoid 
disulfide bond formation, no Gly or Pro that could possibly disrupt the helix H3 without 
providing binding advantages) was the strategy adopted for all the positions except position 4, 
where the residues were limited to Glu, His, Lys, Arg, Ile, Gln, Thr. 
Possible effects of the randomization on the helices were tested in silico using the program 
AGADIR 11; 12, originally developed to predict helical propensity of peptides in solution. The 
helices of our modules are not free in solution but the randomized positions are exposed to the 
solvent and are not expected to interact with the core of the protein. An analysis of the 
calculated helical propensities for the binding helix H3 will be valuable when compared to the 
original helix H3 of the module M. A decrease in the helical propensity for several library 
members will be an indication of an average destabilization of the helix and probably of the 
whole protein. AGADIR is extremely sensitive to helix length and to capping residues. 
Calculations were done in presence or absence of the first and last residue not expected to be 
part of the α-helix and compared. The absolute values of helical propensity are different but 
they show the same distribution in relation to the non-mutated helix. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1 (next page) Binding residues in natural armadillo repeat proteins. The protein sequences of importins α and 
β-catenins are depicted with the repeats aligned according to the structural data. The residues involved in binding, 
as defined by analysis of crystal structures of complexes, are colored. Orange indicates a canonical binding mode, 
with the target backbone bound every two residues by an asparagine at position 37 in the armadillo repeat. Cyan 
indicates that the main chain of that armadillo residue is used for the recognition of a target side chain. Magenta is 
used for residues contacting the target main or side chain in alternative ways (e.g. pos 36 contacts the backbone 
instead of position 37), and green when the interaction involves the backbone of a residue of the armadillo domain. 
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Fig. 2 Helical propensity of KK library members. (a) Frequency of helical propensity value of library members. 
The calculation of helical propensity was done with the program AGADIR using the helix 3 (positions 25-40) 
and including one additional residue at N and C termini (Asp24 and Gly41). The colors refer to complete or 
partial randomization o fthe consensus sequence. The individual members of H3end (red line) were calculated 
allowing any residue at the randomized positions. For H3end-C Cys was not allowed, similarly for H3end-CP 
(Cys and Pro excluded) and H3end-CPG (Cys, Gly and Pro excluded). b) Cumulative frequency of helical 
propensity of library members. The orange line indicates the value corresponding to the non randomized H3. 
More than 50% of the library members have higher value of helical propensity than the consensus sequence. 
Helical propensity is indicated as percentage. 
 
Fig. 2 illustrates the results using H3 sequence and capping residues, from position 24 to 
41. Going from a complete randomization to a restricted set without Cys, Pro, Gly the 
frequency of sequences with low helical propensity decreases (Fig. 2a). When comparing the 
cumulative frequency (Fig. 2b) with the value of unmodified H3 (17.9), more than 50% of the 
library possesses a higher helical propensity. The situation is similar for the module variants 
QQ, QK and KQ. 
The isoelectric point (pI) distribution of a putative N3C library (N-cap, three internal 
modules, C-cap) was calculated using the program polygen, written by Andreas Ernst 13. The 
library members have pIs shifted toward higher values, compared to the unmodified YM3A, 
especially when an N-terminal histidine tag is present, like in the analyzed armadillo repeat 
proteins (Fig. 3). This behavior is probably due to the presence of more positively (Lys, Arg, 
His) than negatively charged (Asp, Glu) amino acids among the allowed residues for 
randomization, and to the loss of one negative charge occupying a randomized position (Glu 
at position 30) in the consensus sequence. 
A library module was assembled from oligonucleotides as previously described, based on 
the M module. However, due to randomization, the sequence at position 41 could not be used 
as site for restriction and ligation. The DNA sequence was then shifted by 6 bases compared to 
the original module M. The capping repeats were shifted accordingly in order to produce, after 
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ligation, the correct sequence of designed armadillo repeat proteins. The oligonucleotides used 
for the assembly of the internal module and the capping repeats are listed in Appendix 3. 
Position 4 was randomized using a combination of three degenerated oligonucleotides. Only 
the allowed residues were encoded by the codons and were equally represented. The other 
positions were randomized using trinucleotide phosphoramidites (Glen Research, USA) 
inserted in a single oligonucleotide (Metabion, Germany), reaching a theoretical diversity of 
9.9x106 per module. 
The modules were assembled together as described, leading to a final library containing 
three internal randomized modules. The theoretical diversity of a N3C library would be 
9.7x1020, but this value was reduced during the assembly. After each ligation step the 
concentration of purified ligation product was measured. A sample containing approximately 
1011 molecule was used as template for PCR. At the first ligation step the maximum number of 
variants would be 9.8x1013. It is reasonable to assume that 1011 molecules would be probably 
all different and the chance to preferentially ligate some of the sequences is negligible, having 
Fig. 3 pI distribution of library members. The pI distribution of the library members is reported in red with 
no filling. In black with green filling are shown the results when the histidine tag, used for purification, is 
taken into account. The calculation is based on 100000 sequences randomly selected from the N3C library. 
The pI of YM3A, considered as reference is 4.64, without histidine tag and 5.23 with it. The results were 
obtained using the program polygen, written by Andreas Ernst. 
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all of them the same length and being treated in the same way. Out of all the possible 
combination of codons introduced (9.9x106), only one (Glu-Asp GAA-GAC) at positions 40-
41 leads to a recognition site for BpiI that can be cleaved during assembly. Therefore, the 
library cannot be biased because of the randomized sequences. After each ligation step the 
practical library size of the N3C library was approximately 1011. This library size is easily 
handled and in vitro selection methods can grant full coverage. 
 
 
 
Position 4: E H K I Q T R  
residues counted (79) % expected % observed 
E 9 14.3 11.4 
H 15 14.3 19.0 
K 13 14.3 16.5 
I 11 14.3 13.9 
Q 9 14.3 11.4 
T 11 14.3 13.9 
R 11 14.3 13.9 
Other randomized positions 
(all amino acids except Cys, Gly, Pro) 
residues counted (399) % expected % observed 
A 27 5.9 6.8 
D 17 5.9 4.3 
E 27 5.9 6.8 
F 21 5.9 5.3 
H 34 5.9 8.5 
I 31 5.9 7.8 
K 21 5.9 5.3 
L 14 5.9 3.5 
M 24 5.9 6.0 
N 15 5.9 3.8 
Q 18 5.9 4.5 
R 16 5.9 4.0 
S 27 5.9 6.8 
T 26 5.9 6.5 
V 34 5.9 8.5 
W 23 5.9 5.8 
Y 24 5.9 6.0 
Fig. 4 Library quality. The sequences of the capping repeats and the internal module M are indicated in (a), with 
the randomized position labeled by the red x. (b) Expected and observed frequency of residues at randomized 
positions, indicated  and mutations observed in single modules and members of the N3C library. Only a restricted 
number of residues was allowed at position 4 because of steric constraints. The number of in frame and out of 
frame sequences is indicated. Insertions or deletions without frameshift are the result of the insertion or deletion 
of 3 nucleotides, or more often the codon of one amino acid.  
Single module 
Clone sequenced: 23 repeats 
 
Framework point mutation: 1 
Framework point del. and ins. (frameshift): 2 
Framework del. and ins. (no frameshift): - 
Rand. Pos. point mut.: - 
Rand. Pos. point del. and ins. (frameshift): 4 
Rand. Pos. del. and ins. (no frameshift): 2 
Out of frame sequences: 6 
In frame sequences: 17 
 
N3C 
Clone sequenced: 20 N3C, 60 repeats 
 
Framework point mutation: 13 (4 silent) 
Framework point del. and ins. (frameshift): 7 
Framework del. and ins. (no frameshift): 3 
Rand. Pos. point mut.: 2 (1 silent, 1 stop) 
Rand. Pos. point del. and ins. (frameshift): 2 
Rand. Pos. del. and ins. (no frameshift): 3 
Out of frame sequences: 7 
In frame sequences: 13 
 
Rand. Pos., randomized position 
Point mut., point mutation 
del., deletion 
ins., insertion 
a 
b 
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The quality of the library was evaluated by sequencing of randomly picked modules or 
N3C clones. The frequency of each residue at randomized positions corresponds to the 
expected values (Fig. 4) and a considerable number of clones were in frame: 17 out of 23 
(74%) single modules and 13 out of 20 (65%) N3C armadillo proteins. Following this 
estimation, the practical diversity of the N3C library can be considered as 6.5x1010. 
Similar libraries, both for single modules and N3C proteins, were generated based on KQ, 
QQ and QK variants, described in Chapter 2. The Lys->Gln mutations were introduced during 
module assembly using primers carrying the mutations and amplifying the product of the 
annealing of oligonucleotides lib5F and lib6R. The primer sequences are listed in Appendix 3. 
The four libraries will represent, therefore, the source for further in vivo or in vitro selection. 
 
 
UCharacterization of unselected library members 
 
Ten full length unselected library members (1_3, 1_4, 2_1, 2_4, 2_7, 2_8, 2_9, 2_10, 2_12, 
2_14) were expressed and characterized analyzing their behavior in SEC, CD and ANS 
binding, in comparison to the consensus protein YM3A. 1_3, 1_4, 2_4 do not possess any 
tryptophan. Their concentration was determined using the method described in Appendix 1, 
based on absorbance at 235nm and 280 nm. The results are summarized in Table 1. 
All the proteins were soluble and expressed with yield (Fig. 5) similar YM3A. However, all 
of them, except 1_3 and 2_8, showed reduced binding to the Ni-NTA column material, and 
were present in the flow through. The purification of YM3A, in contrast, did not show any 
residual protein in the flow through. Consistent with this finding, SEC indicated that most of 
the library members were forming soluble aggregates (Fig. 6). The aggregation can potentially 
reduce the accessibility of the histidine tag, decreasing the number of molecules bound to the 
resin, and can explain the low purification yield. Soluble aggregates represent almost the total 
amount of the purified protein for 2_1, 2_7, 2_9, 2_10, 2_12. The proteins 1_4, 2_4, 2_14 and 
the small peak of 2_7 elute at the same volume as YM3A, indicating that they probably 
possess the correct shape of the consensus protein. 1_3 and 2_8 elute at earlier volume, 
indicating oligomerization, elongated shape or high flexibility. 
The CD spectra are remarkably similar among all the proteins and YM3A. The mean 
residue ellipticity is lower than in the consensus sequence when soluble aggregates are 
included in the CD sample. In the cases where it was possible to purify a monomer (1_4, 2_4, 
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2_8, 2_14) the values were closer to the value of YM3A (Fig. 7). 
Many unselected members show strong ANS binding (Fig. 8). It is, however, difficult to 
discriminate if this behavior is the consequence of aggregation, of a hydrophobic randomized 
surface or of a molten globule-like state. ANS binding assay using the purified monomeric 
fraction of 1_4, 2_4, 2_8 and 2_14 led to approximately the same values for these proteins, 
indicating that the aggregation is probably not the reason, at least in these cases. 
The stability of the protein was assessed by SDS-PAGE and mass spectrometry after 1 
month at 4°C. In Ni-NTA elution buffer, containing Tris 50 mM, NaCl 0.5 M, glycerol 10%, 
imidazole 250 mM (pH 8), no sign of degradation was detected except for 1_3. Instead, 
degradation was observed after storage in Tris 20 mM, NaCl 50 mM (pH 8) except for 1_4, 
2_4 and 2_10. The cleavage happened specifically in the N-cap after basic residues, as 
determined by the size of the fragments. The cause was probably a co-purified trypsin-like 
protease, which was not active in the first buffer tested. The results, summarized in Table 1, 
indicate that the more flexible and accessible part of the protein is the N-cap, but interaction 
with the internal repeats, and with randomized positions, can increase the stability as observed 
for 1_4, 2_4 and 2_10. 
Fig. 5 Expression of unselected 
library members. In the upper gel 
are shown the soluble and 
insoluble fractions of, from left to 
right, 1_3, 1_4, 2_1, 2_4, 2_7. In 
the lower gel the other five clones 
2_8, 2_9, 2_10, 2_12, 2_14 are 
shown. The expected size is 
approximately 23 kDa. 
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Table 1 Properties of unselected library members 
 FT Agg. SEC No peak ANS Instability Aromatics Aliphatics 
YM3A     n.d. 3 3 
1_3    x x 1 6 
1_4 x x  x  2 4 
2_1 x x x x x 4 5 
2_4      2 3 
2_7 x x x  x 3 3 
2_8  x   x 5 2 
2_9 x x x  x 5 4 
2_10 x x x   5 4 
2_12 x x x  x 3 3 
2_14  x  x x 1 2 
FT: presence of protein in the flow through 
Agg. SEC: presence of soluble aggregates in SEC 
No peak: lack of monomeric (or clear oligomeric) peak in SEC 
ANS: Strong ANS binding, above values of type-C consensus proteins 
Instability: degradation products as detected by mass spectrometry (n.d. not determined) 
Aromatics (F, W, Y): number of aromatic residues at the randomized positions 
Aliphatics (I, L, M, V): number of aliphatic residues at the randomized positions 
 
 
 
Fig. 6 Size exclusion chromatography of unselected library members. The elution volumes of BSA (66 kDa) and 
YM3A (23 kDa) are used as reference and indicated by the arrows. The experiment was performed in 20 mM 
Tris, 50 mM NaCl, pH 8, with a Superdex 200 column. The elution was followed by absorbance at 230 nm; some 
of the unselected members lack tryptophan and do not show absorption at 280 nm. 
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Fig. 7 CD spectra of unselected library members, containing soluble aggregates (a) or only monomers (b). 
 
 
 
Fig. 8 ANS binding of unselected library members. The assay was performed with samples containing the soluble 
aggregates (a) or monomers (b). No significant difference was observed among the sample present in both 
experiments. Buffer is not subtracted but included as reference (in black) together with YM3A (in red). 
 
An analysis of the randomized surface could potentially provide hints to understand the 
tendency to aggregation and the reason for superior stability of certain library members. No 
crystal structure of any designed armadillo repeat protein is available and the interpretation is 
based on models. Unfortunately, no clear correlation was found between the observed 
aggregation propensity and the content of hydrophobic amino acids, even if, in general, an 
elevated number of exposed hydrophobic residues is detrimental for protein solubility. Certain 
library members possess several hydrophobic residues and aggregate (2_1, 2_9, 2_10) while 
others rich in aromatics (2_8) do not aggregate. If these hydrophobic residues are responsible 
for the aggregating behavior, the way this effect is modulated by their positions in the 
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structure and the neighboring residues is still elusive. 
The analysis of unselect members indicated that is possible to obtain molecules, like 2_4, 
with CD spectrum, SEC profile and ANS affinity similar to the original consensus sequence. 
However, the majority of the molecules found have problems of aggregation, possibly leading 
to a disruption of the structure. A strong representation of hydrophobic residues on the surface 
of the proteins could be the reason for the aggregating behavior and the sensitivity to ANS 
binding. 
A high percentage of molecules with these properties in the library could potentially 
represent a critical issue during selection, leading to selection of proteins able to form 
multimers or taking advantage of their hydrophobic surface to interact unspecifically with the 
target proteins. 
Use of modified libraries based on KQ, QK and QQ mutants or construction of more stable 
libraries by insertion of additional consensus modules can improve the biophysical 
characteristics of the library members. Further refinement of the library for ribosome display 
selection is therefore described in Chapter 4. 
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Ribosome display principles 
 
Ribosome display is a well established in vitro selection method based on the coupling of 
phenotype (protein) with genotype (mRNA) via the ribosome used for the protein synthesis 1; 2; 
3; 4. A scheme of the selection procedure is shown in Fig.1. 
The original library is inserted, via digestion with restriction enzymes and ligation, in a 
ribosome display vector (pRDV, GenBank accession number AY327136 or pRDVhis, 
Appendix 4). A PCR product using outer primers T7b and tolAk (see oligonucleotide list, 
appendix 3) provides the template for in vitro transcription. The resulting RNA contains 
sequences at 5’ and 3’ forming stabilizing secondary structures to increase the resistance to 
exonucleases and thus the half-life. 
The purified RNA is translated in vitro using an E. coli extract containing ribosomes, an 
energy souce, tRNA and amino acids. The library is fused in frame at 3’ with a spacer derived 
from the E. coli gene tolA. The protein spacer keeps the library products distant from the 
ribosome, reducing its steric hindrance and allowing a better interaction with the target 
molecule. Stop codons are not present at the end of the coding sequence, preventing the 
dissociation of the ribosome and maintaining the link between phenotype and genotype. 
The ternary complex protein-ribosome-RNA is incubated in contact with the target. 
Unbound complexes are washed away. The bound ternary complexes are dissociated and the 
RNA recovered. 
A library subset is obtained after reverse transcription and PCR, using inner primers 
library-specific (see oligonucleotide list) to amplify only the library region. The resulting 
molecules can be inserted in an expression vector for single clone analysis or used as starting 
point for a second selection round. In the latter case the spacer and the 5’ and 3’ stabilizing 
sequences are reintroduced by inserting the PCR product in the ribosome display vector. The 
PCR product of the ligated plasmid will be the template for the next round. 
 
 
Choice and format of the targets 
 
A library containing three randomized internal modules can potentially bind 6-residue 
peptides. As initial target SV40 large-T antigen NLS sequence (KKKRKV) is an ideal 
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candidate. The interaction with importin α is well known and has been described in terms of 
affinity and kinetics 6; therefore the properties of the selected binders can be directly 
compared. 
Ribosome display targets are usually proteins or peptides expressed as fusion proteins (e.g. 
to λ phage protein D). The fusion protein contains peptide tags for purification, detection and 
immobilization. A histidine tag for purification and a biotinylated Avitag for immobilization 
are present (plasmid pAT223, Appendix 4). A linker region keeps the target peptide distant 
from the core of the fusion partner, preventing steric hindrance. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1 Ribosome display selection scheme. Adapted from Zahnd et al. 4. 
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To avoid selections toward the fusion protein and especially the linker region, the target 
peptide was chemically synthesized by JPT (Berlin, Germany). The non-peptidic linker Ttds 
(1,13-diamino-4,7,10-trioxatridecan-succinamic acid) (Fig. 2a) was introduced between the 
target peptide and a biotin moiety required for binding to a neutravidin or streptavidin coated 
surface during the selection. Binding of the target peptide by importin α indicates that the 
peptide is accessible in the conditions used in ribosome display (Fig. 2b). 
KKHTKK, KKYQKK and KKLDKK were chosen as additional target sequences in the 
same format. The selection of N3C binder could provide already information about residues in 
the first and third repeat employed to bind lysines. 
 
 
 
a 
Ttds (4,13 diamino-4,7,10-trioxatridecan-succinamic acid) 
 b 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2 Target format for ribosome display 
selection. (a) Structure of the non peptidic-
linker Ttds, 4,13 diamino-4,7,10-
trioxatridecan-succinamic acid. 
The free N-terminus of the peptide was 
connected to the carboxy group of Ttds via 
an amide bond. Another amide bond was 
used to connect the carboxy group of biotin 
to the free amine group of Ttds. The carboxy 
group at the C-terminus of the peptide was 
modified into an amide group to avoid a 
selection bias toward free C-termini and to 
mimic a peptide bond. (c) ELISA of importin 
α binding to sv40 NLS sequence presented as 
fusion protein (pD-NLS) or with Ttds as non-
peptidic linker (link-NLS). The fusion 
protein and the synthesized peptide were 
biotinylated and the ELISA was performed 
on plates coated with neutravidin, here shown 
alone as negative control (neut).   
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In vitro transcription and mRNA stability 
 
The yield of in vitro transcription and the integrity of RNA are critical parameters for 
ribosome display selections. The RNA concentration can be estimated from the absorbance at 
260 nm and the integrity verified on formaldehyde gels 7 (Fig. 3). Purifications using ethanol 
precipitation or spin columns (G50, GE Healthcare) were found to be almost equivalent, both 
in terms of yield and quality. No sign of degradation was visible in samples or controls. 
Treatment with DNAse or with the RNAse inhibitor vanadyl ribonucleoside complex did not 
affect the RNA quality. The weak smear in both armadillo and ankyrin libraries is probably 
due to a fraction of shorter molecules, always present and amplified during PCR cycles. 
 
 
Fig. 3 RNA from in vitro transcription. Et and col indicate that the sample was purified using ethanol 
precipitation or size exclusion columns respectively; Dse, the sample was treated with DNAse; Van, vanadyl 
ribonucleoside complex was added as RNAse inhibitor. Arm and Ank N3C are armadillo and ankyrin libraries 
containing three internal modules, respectively, YM3A is the consensus designed armadillo protein with three 
internal modules, off7 8 is a selected ankyrin repeat protein with three internal modules, bla is β-lactamase. The 
expected size of RNAs are approximately 1100 nt for armadillo repeat proteins, 950 nt for ankyrin repeat 
proteins and 1300 nt for β-lactamase. On the left is indicated the RNA marker. 
 
 
Preliminary selection results 
 
The first results have been achieved using an N3C library based on the M-module and 
KKHTKK as target. After 5 selection rounds, several binders with low unspecific binding 
were detected in ELISA using the supernatant of lysed cells (data from G. Varadamsetty) (Fig. 
4). Unfortunately, all the characterized binders were aggregation prone, as observed for 
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several unselected library members (Chapter 4). Therefore, the preliminary results indicate 
that binders can be selected from an armadillo repeat protein library. 
 
Fig. 4 Target recognition by selected armadillo repeat proteins. The ELISA of 96 single clones was carried out as 
described previously 5 and developed for 45 min. HT and neut indicate the target peptide KKHTKK, bound to 
neutravidin via biotin, and neutravidin alone, respectively. 
 
 
Improvement of in vitro translation 
 
The efficiency of in vitro translation in the ribosome display format was evaluated by 
radioactive translation of YM4A, YM3A and the armadillo library in comparison with β-
lactamase, the designed ankyrin repeat protein library and the selected ankyrin off7 8 (Fig. 5). 
Off7 shows an extraordinary translation efficiency and β-lactamase represents an average 
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reference point, while efficiency was noticed to be rather poor for armadillo repeat proteins 
(both for library and consensus). An increase in the amount of translated protein would thus 
positively influence the whole selection procedure. 
 
b 
a 
 
Fig. 5 Radioactive translation of ribosome display 
templates. (a) β-counts of 35S methionine. The 
background level corresponding to the translation 
mixture without RNA is subtracted and the values 
are normalized according to the number of 
methionines in the proteins. The error bars are the 
results of duplicates originating from the same 
translation mixture. (b) Western blot with anti-
RGSH antibody conjugated with horse radish 
peroxidase (Qiagen). Expected sizes, including 
spacer, are: bla 40 kDa, imp 56 kDa, off7 and ank 
28 kDa, YM3A and arm 33 kDa, YM4A 36 kDa. 
The samples are the same used for β-count. Importin 
is the armadillo domain of human importin α2 
(UniProt entry P52292, cloned and purified as 
described for other importins 5) and 7, 2 and 9 are 
different clones of importin α2; 7x2 indicates a 
sample that contained a double amount of template 
RNA from clone 7. 2, 3 and 6 are different clones of YM3A. 13, 14 and 19 are different clones of YM4A. Ank 
and Arm are N3C ankyrin and armadillo library, respectively. Off7 is a selected ankyrin repeat protein, bla 
indicates β lactamase. The clones possess the same sequences. Variations are probably due to effects dependent 
on t single translation experiments. 
 
he 
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In the absence of a limiting factor for the translation (e.g. elongation factor, energy supply, 
tRNA and amino acids) a low protein production could be dependent on mRNA degradation, 
protein degradation or problems in translation initiation. 
As shown above, the starting RNA is not degraded and the proteins produced are not 
particularly susceptible to protein degradation, as indicated by the level of expression 
achieved and the absence of degradation products. 
Initiation of translation is strongly related to the availability of the Shine-Dalgarno (SD) 
sequence and the initial AUG codon 9. These sequences can be involved in the formation of 
RNA secondary structure that can limit the ribosome accessibility. RNA secondary structures 
can be disrupted or prevented in vivo by RNA binding proteins, but the absence of these 
factors in vitro can potentially hamper the initiation of translation. 
A version of the program M-fold 10; 11; 12, implemented in GCG Package (Version 11.1.2, 
Accelrys Inc., San Diego, CA), was used to calculate possible RNA secondary structures able 
to sequester the SD sequence or the initial AUG codon. 
The circle representations of RNA structures indicate that the SD sequence is free for 
interaction with the ribosome in YM3A, while the position 110 (the third base of the initial 
AUG) is involved in the formation of a stem loop, as well as the following bases (Fig. 6a). SD 
and AUG of off7 and β-lactamase are involved only in the formation of small hairpins and 
short-range interactions. The formation of a stable secondary structure could thus be 
responsible for the poor translation rate. The stem loop formed by YM3A occurs in all the 
calculated structures and involves always the sequence coding for the MRGSH6 tag and a 
sequence present in the framework of the M-module (corresponding to the positions 28-31). In 
fact, the calculated secondary structures show formation of the stem loop with all the three 
internal modules. 
Silent mutations in both in the N-terminal tag and in the framework positions were tested 
in silico for their ability to disrupt the stem loop formation (Fig. 6a). The mutations were 
identified with a three-letter name corresponding to the bases present at the three positions 
susceptible of change (Fig. 6b). Among the possible versions, CAG and CCC mutations were 
introduced in the pRDVhis vector (Appendix 4), containing YM3A or β-lactamase, by site 
directed mutagenesis (Stratagene Quickchange protocol). The oligonucleotides are described 
in Appendix 3. 
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a 
 
 
Fig. 6 RNA secondary structure. (a) Circle 
representations of RNA. The outher circles 
represent the primary sequences, the 
internal lines the base pairs formed in the 
calculated secondary structures. In YM3A 
the bases around the ATG (position 108-
110) are involved in base pairing; these 
interactions are abolished when 
introducing silent mutations in this area 
(CAG mutant in the MRGS region) or in 
the pairing sequence (CTC mutant in the 
repeat). (b) RNA sequence of pRDVhis- 
YM3A with highlighted the pairing 
sequences in the N-terminal tag (green) 
and in the internal repeats (cyan). Silent 
mutations of possible variants are allowed 
at the positions shown in red.  
b 
pRDVhis21-YM3A 
 
AUACGAAAUUAAUACGACUCACUAUAGGGAGACCACAACGGUUUCCCUAAUUGUGAGCGGAUAACAAUAGAAAUA 
        M  R  G_     
AUUUUGUUUAACUUUAAGAAGGAGAUAUAUUCAUGAGAGGAUCGCAUCACCAUCACCAUCACGGAUCCGAACUGC
CGCAGAUGACCCAGCAGCUGAACUCUGACGACAUGCAGGAACAGCUGUCUGCUACCGUUAAAUUCCGUCAGAUCC
UGUCUCGUGAUGGU 
AACGAACAAAUCCAAGCUGUUAUCGAUGCUGGUGCUCUGCCGGCUCUGGUUCAACUGCUGUCCUCUCCGAACGAG
AAGAUCCUGAAAGAAGCUCUGUGGGCUCUGUCUAACAUCGCUUCUGGUGGU 
AACGAACAAAUCCAAGCUGUUAUCGAUGCUGGUGCUCUGCCGGCUCUGGUUCAACUGCUGUCCUCUCCGAACGAG
AAGAUCCUGAAAGAAGCUCUGUGGGCUCUGUCUAACAUCGCUUCUGGUGGU 
AACGAACAAAUCCAAGCUGUUAUCGAUGCUGGUGCUCUGCCGGCUCUGGUUCAACUGCUGUCCUCUCCGAACGAG
AAGAUCCUGAAAGAAGCUCUGUGGGCUCUGUCUAACAUCGCUUCUGGUGGU 
AACGAACAGAAACAGGCUGUUAAAGAAGCUGGUGCUCUGGAGAAACUGGAACAGCUGCAGUCCCACGAGAACGAG
AAGAUCCAGAAAGAAGCUCAGGAAGCUCUGGAGAAGCAGUUCUCCCAC 
AAGCUUUAUAUGGCCUCGGGGGCCGAAUUCGGAUCUGGUGGCCAGAAGCAAGCUGAAGAGGCGGCAGCGAAAGCG
GCGGCAGAUGCUAAAGCGAAGGCCGAAGCAGAUGCUAAAGCUGCGGAAGAAGCAGCGAAGAAAGCGGCUGCAGAC
GCAAAGAAAAAAGCAGAAGCAGAAGCCGCCAAAGCCGCAGCCGAAGCGCAGAAAAAAGCCGAGGCAGCCGCUGCG
GCACUGAAGAAGAAAGCGGAAGCGGCAGAAGCAGCUGCAGCUGAAGCAAGAAAGAAAGCGGCAACUGAAACCGCA
CACCUUACUGGUGUGCGG 
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a 
b  
 
 
Fig. 7 In vitro translation after RNA secondary structure disruption. (a) β-counts of 35S methionine. The 
background level corresponding to the translation mixture without RNA is subtracted and the values are 
normalized according to the number of methionines in the proteins. The error bars are the results of duplicates 
originating from the same translation mixtures. (b) Western blot with anti RGSH antibody conjugated with horse 
radish peroxidase (Qiagen). Expected sizes, including spacer, are: bla 40 kDa, YM3A 33 kDa. The samples are 
the same used for β-counting; bla indicates β-lactamase, 3m is YM3A and – refers to a negative control without 
RNA. 1, 2, 3 are clones containing β lactamase and CAG mutation. 4, 5, 6 are clones containing YM3A and CAG 
mutations. 7, 8, 9 are clones containing β lactamase and CCC mutations. 10, 11, 12 are clones containing YM3A 
and CCC mutations. The clones possess the same sequences. Variations are probably due to effects dependent on 
the single translation experiments. 
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The CAG version of YM3A led to a threefold increase in translation efficiency (Fig. 7), 
reaching a slightly higher level than the reference β-lactamase, and confirming the original 
hypothesis. 
The vector pRDVhis-CAG (see Appendix 4) containing the silent mutations will thus be 
used for the next rounds of selection of armadillo repeat proteins. 
 
 
N5C libraries 
 
New libraries containing five internal modules based on KK, KQ and QQ modules were 
generated as described in Chapter 3, with a complexity of approximately 5x1011. The names 
indicate the presence of lysine or glutamine at position 26 or 29 in each repeat. The type-M 
module contains lysine at both position and correspond thus to KK (see chapter 2). The 
libraries are formed by an N-terminal Ny capping repeat, a module not randomized, three 
randomized modules, one module not randomized and the C-terminal Ca capping repeat. All 
the internal modules are of the same type. The new libraries were based on the observation (by 
G. Varadamsetty) that, when introducing two modules not randomized on the sides of the 
randomized ones, the previously aggregating proteins were becoming monomeric in SEC and 
showing all the characteristics typical of M-type proteins. The same result was observed for 
the unselected library members. The new N5C libraries will be used for the next rounds of 
selection of armadillo repeat proteins. 
 
 
Materials and methods 
 
Radioactive translation. Radioactive translation was performed for 10 min at 37 °C 
according to the published ribosome display protocol 4, using 5 μl of 10 μM 35S-methionine in 
a final volume of 12.5 μl. 5 μl of the sample were used for gel preparation and 7.5 μl for 
radioactivity measurement. After addition of 9 volumes (67.5 μl) of 0.6 M potassium 
hydroxide the samples were incubated at 37 °C for 5 min to promote the hydrolysis of the 
bond between tRNA and protein or amino acids, without significantly degrading the translated 
protein. 
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Proteins were precipitated by adding 9 volumes (675 μl) of 25% trichloroacetic acid (TCA) 
containing 2% casein amino acids and incubating in ice for 30 min. Samples were filtrated 
through a 96-well filter plate (Multiscreen HTS FB, Millipore) preconditioned with 5% TCA. 
The filters were washed 4 times with 300 μl 5% TCA and then transferred to a new 96-well 
plate, where 175 μl of Optiphase supermix liquid scintillation cocktail (Perkin Elmer) were 
added. The samples were measured after 3 h incubation. 
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A different approach 
 
The characteristics of designed armadillo repeat proteins and the first results from libraries 
(see chapter 4) are promising, but improvements are still possible already at the level of the 
framework. The major issue comes from the analysis of binding modes in models of long 
armadillo repeat proteins. With the increase of the number of repeats for binding of longer 
peptides, the target backbone requires a significant distortion to be able to bind the armadillo 
repeat protein in the desired way. This could turn into a reduced affinity or specificity if the 
armadillo domain is not able to adapt its conformation. A design taking into account the 
binding geometry and the reciprocal orientation of the repeats, which is responsible for the 
binding geometry, will improve dramatically the possibility to achieve high affinity and 
specificity, reducing at the same time the entropy loss due to the adaptation of the armadillo 
protein to the required geometry. 
Such a control of the atomic details cannot be achieved using consensus design but 
requires computational tools able to build a structure with the desired characteristics and select 
the appropriate sequence to realize it. 
 
 
Design with Rosetta 
 
Among the available software for computational design ROSETTA 1 arose in the last years 
as one of the prominent program for protein design, due to its open approach based on a wide 
spread community and the successes in the field of structure prediction and protein design. 
Originally developed as structure prediction tool 2, ROSETTA achieved recently some of the 
most interesting results ranging from the de novo design of a new folding 3 to the development 
of new enzymes 4; 5. 
ROSETTA is a statistically-based design program that relies on assembly of small 
fragments extracted from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) and combined using a Monte Carlo 
simulated annealing approach. The different insertions are accepted or rejected based on 
Bayes theorem 2. The underlying hypothesis of the fragment choice (3-9 residues long) is that 
the local sequence determines the local conformation. 
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The design of a new sequence based on a fixed backbone is composed of a first 
approximated search with a simplified potential, using for the amino acids only the backbone 
and a centroid atom centered on the Cβ of the side chains. The atomic details are completely 
missing, but the process easily discards the incompatible conformations, increasing 
considerably the speed of the whole process. A second refinement step is performed in the 
same way, using a complete force field and full atomic details of the amino acids 1. 
Besides the continuous software development, this approach is becoming more and more 
powerful due to the increase of available structures and the consequent increasing richness of 
the fragment database. 
 
 
A new armadillo framework 
 
The first step in designing a new geometrically defined armadillo framework was to 
identify the desired orientation of adjacent repeats, in order to obtain a correctly positioned 
binding site without distortion of the target peptide. 
The work of Annemarie Honegger, who collaborated on this part of the project, was 
focused on the analysis of repeat-repeat interactions and peptide binding and the definition of 
their geometrical parameters (Fig. 1). Based on this analysis, models of armadillo repeat 
proteins containing several repeats with the same parameters were built and evaluated by their 
interaction with a poly-alanine chain (Fig. 2). 
The template with lowest distortion of the target peptide was chosen as backbone for 
redesign, introducing backbone flexibility to improve the search. The iterative process of 
design and evaluation was done in collaboration with Dr. Sarel Fleishman, in the Baker group 
at the University of Washington, Seattle, USA. 
The hydrophobic core of the internal repeats was redesigned first: this is usually the most 
critical but also the most reliable part of the design, because it is dominated by van- der-Waals 
interactions than can be easily calculated with a Lennard-Jones potential. 
ROSETTA provides always a set of structures that have to be evaluated, with energetic 
criteria or based on the experience of the user, and the most reasonable ones are allowed to 
proceed towards the next design steps. 
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Fig. 1 Definition of relative orientation of armadillo repeats. Each repeat is considered a wedge shaped object 
whose geometry is determined by the relative orientation of the B-helices (H3 in the usual nomenclature) of the 
adjacent repeats.  
The planes separating two adjacent repeats are parallel to the B-helix vectors of the two repeats and equidistant 
from the centers of gravity of the two B-helices. The angle between the two planes separating repeat n from 
repeat n-1 and from repeat n+1 is the wedge angle ω. For graphical representation, the wedge is represented 
bounded by top and bottom planes, perpendicular to the B-vector, and a back plane perpendicular to the plane 
bisecting the ω angle.  
The parameters slip1 and slip2 describe the footpoints of the distance vector on the helix axes. They are defined 
as the distance between the Center of Gravity (CoG, indicated by a star) of a helix, which is located on the helix 
vector, and the footpoint of the distance vector. If slip is a positive number, it is measured from CoG in the 
direction of the helix vector, if it is negative, it is measured in the opposite direction. As defined, the midpoint of 
the distance lies on the plane separating the two repeats, and the distance vector is perpendicular to this plane. An 
additional rotation angle is needed to fully describe the relative orientation of the two repeats: the tilt angle τ 
around the distance vector, corresponding to the angle between vector B2, and vector B3. The picture and the 
description are modified versions of the original documentation from A. Honegger. 
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The second part involved the redesign of the surface of internal repeats. Several solutions 
were available, due to the lack of packing constraints, characteristic of the core, and the space 
available for side chains. Therefore, preferred residues were not always clear for the surface 
positions. The sensitivity of the energy function to electrostatics and polar terms is a common 
drawback in all design programs and force fields, due to the complexity of interactions 
involved and the approximated mathematical description necessary to allow calculations in a 
reasonable time. In ROSETTA this factor is strongly approximated using one term for 
formation of charged pairs and one term for solvent accessibility: the solution is often a series 
of possible alternatives that should be analyzed. Most of the choices at this stage were taken 
considering the most common residues appearing in the natural armadillo repeat proteins. 
During these two parts a symmetry constraint was applied to introduce the same variations in 
every repeat. 
As third step the capping repeats were redesigned: the exposed hydrophobic residues were 
replaced by hydrophilic amino acids to protect the protein hydrophobic core. As for the 
internal repeat surface, several positions were not clearly defined and additional information, 
from natural proteins or from amino acid characteristics (like helical propensity), was used to 
choose the residues to be placed at these positions. 
The final sequences after the design in collaboration with S. Fleishman are shown in Fig. 
3. It can be noticed that one of the two lysines responsible for the pH effect described in 
chapter 2 has been replaced by a glutamate at position 26, introducing a stabilizing negative 
charge. The putative stability of a model containing two internal repeats and the new designed 
capping sequences was assessed by molecular dynamics at 300 K in implicit solvent. The 
result of the simulations performed by Dr. Enrico Guarnera in the group of Prof. A. Caflisch 
revealed instability of the helix 3, probably due to the presence of serines with unfavorable 
helical propensity at positions 33 and 36 (Fig. 4). Alanines were introduced in the sequence to 
replace the serines and the increase in stability was confirmed by simulations with the mutant 
version. 
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Fig. 2 Construction of multi-repeat models. (a) Schematic drawing of the construction procedure. A double 
repeat was generated from two repeat fragments and the multi-repeat was built by superimposing the first repeat 
of the second copy on the second repeat of the first copy, then deleting either the first or the second repeat of 
each copy and joining up the remaining residues. (b) Construction of single repeat. In this model the single repeat 
is centered on the helix3 (called here B) which is the main determinant for the binding site formation and the 
geometry. Because the interface has to be conserved, the single repeat to be used in the multi-repeat construction 
was generated from two different parts contributing to the formation of the interface. The junction point is after 
the conserved asparagine at position 37 (Asn in the picture). The part before is coming from the repeat n, the part 
after from the repeat n-1. The red arrows indicate the cuts and the corresponding junction points. (c) Multi-repeat 
models. Each model was built using the interface between two consecutive repeats, indicated by the letters, for 
the construction of the single repeat, and then used for the construction of the dimer including the geometrical 
information. A model corresponding to each couple of repeats from importin yeast, importin mouse and catenin 
was realized. The multi repeat models based on yeast importin are shown here. A polyalanine peptide bound to 
the model is depicted in red. The model GH was used as starting point for the sequence design, because of the 
most favorable geometry for peptide binding without distorsion of the target. The picture and the description are 
modified versions of the original documentation from A. Honegger. 
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Fig. 3 New designed sequences and comparison with the former consensus design. D-type is the final internal 
module, after replacement of the serines at positions 33 and 36 by alanines. The new capping repeats, similarly, 
are aligned with the previously used. The additional residues below the designed sequences are putative 
mutations described in the text. The randomized positions of a library based on D-type module are indicated by 
the red x. 
 
 
Fig. 4 Serines on H3 surface. 
Serines at positions 33 and 36 are 
depicted in yellow. They were 
replaced by alanine (in green, 
superimposed) following the 
results of molecular dynamics 
simulations that indicated their 
destabilizing effect. 
 
Other residues suggested by ROSETTA can potentially be replaced. A double proline 
(positions 14-15, Fig. 5a) is a destabilizing and rather uncommon feature in an α-helix, even if 
sometimes observed in repeats belonging to natural armadillo proteins. Prolines do not possess 
backbone amine hydrogens to be involved in the hydrogen bond pattern characteristic of α-
helices. The presence of one proline is tolerated at the beginning of a helix, where no 
hydrogen bond partner is available for a backbone amine hydrogen. Pro14 is highly conserved 
among the family but in certain cases a proline is placed at position 15, either in combination 
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with Pro14 or with other residues at that position. ROSETTA tends to introduce the Pro15 
because the side chain fits in a pocket at the interface with the previous repeat. Pro14, in a 
solvent-exposed position, could be potentially replaced by serine, being at the very beginning 
of the helix and thus with less influence of its low helical propensity, whether Pro15 can only 
be substituted by an alanine to fit into the pocket. Long side chains were excluded as 
alternative to avoid additional effects (less likely with short side chains) which would mask 
the impact of proline replacement. 
Ser 17 was proposed by ROSETTA because of its ability to form a conserved hydrogen 
bond with the backbone of Ala 10 in the following repeat (Fig. 5a). However, as mentioned 
above, serine does not possess a high helical propensity and in solution the hydrogen bond 
could be not present if the repeat orientation changes slightly or because of protein dynamics. 
Alanine is a valid alternative in terms of helical propensity, but also valine is a possible 
candidate because of its frequent occurrence at this position in armadillo proteins (Fig. 5b). 
 
a             b 
 
Fig. 5 Surface of helix 2. a Double proline at positions 14-15 (in orange) and serine at position 17 forming a 
hydrogen bond with backbone of ala 10 in the following repeat. b replacement of ser 17 with valine (in magenta). 
 
 
Ala 32 is a residue pointing to a small cavity present at the interface between repeats (Fig. 
6). This cavity could be filled, improving the packing, by a cysteine that was excluded during 
the sequence search to avoid possible problems in dimerization of the final protein. This 
amino acid is indeed used to fill exactly the same type of cavity in natural armadillo domain, 
and in particular in the repeats with geometry corresponding to our model. An alternative is 
provided by the highly conserve leucine, which could perfectly fill the cavity, but, by doing 
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so, would probably displace the neighboring helix 3, changing the repeat and the binding site 
geometry. 
All the described mutations are allowed in the model structures with small adjustments. 
However, no additional information directing the choice toward a particular residue was 
provided by simulations; the mutants should be then expressed and compared with the original 
ROSETTA-based sequence. The mutations in the inner repeats will be present also on the N-
cap (positions 17 and 32) or the C-cap (positions 14 and 15), because present at the interface 
between the capping repeat and the internal repeat. 
Concerning the N-capping repeat, a tryptophan at position 19 (Fig. 7) has been introduced 
for practical reasons, to detect the protein by absorbance at 280 nm and easily calculate the 
concentration based on the extinction coefficient. 
The phenylalanine at position 38 in the C-terminal capping repeat (Fig. 8) was introduced 
to seal the hydrophobic core as observed in the natural capping repeats. However, in natural 
proteins the phenylalanine is located at position 39. The geometry we have chosen for the 
designed molecule influences also the capping repeats. In our model, the position 38 is in a 
better conformation to provide the phenylalanine side chain than the position 39. Interestingly, 
without any additional information, ROSETTA was not able to propose a reasonable 
suggestion for the C-cap sequence, but after introducing a phenylalanine at position 38 all the 
rest was easily redesigned. From this result it appeared that also an isoleucine, present in this 
position in the internal repeats, could fit, representing a valid alternative to phenylalanine with 
small adjustments of backbone and side chains. 
 
a             b 
 
Fig. 6 Position 32 on helix 3. (a) Ala suggested by the ROSETTA design leaves a small cavity in the core. (b) 
The replacement by Leu, in magenta, fills the cavity, but push the following helix 3 away, most likely disrupting 
partially the geometry. 
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 Fig. 8 Position 38 of C-cap. Phe (in yellow) and Ile 
(in green) are shown as possible alternatives in this 
position. 
 
 
Fig. 7 Tryptophan in N-cap at position 19 is in an 
exposed position and ist property should not 
change upon unfolding of the protein. 
 
ROSETTA was used also to define the residues sterically allowed at the putative 
randomized positions (Fig. 3) and to avoid, in the generation of the next libraries, residues 
with the potential to disrupt significantly the structure. The evaluation of each randomized 
position was done by replacing the others randomized positions in the same repeat by 
alanines. Also all the randomized positions in the neighboring repeats were substituted by 
alanines. In the final list of allowed candidates Cys was excluded from all the positions to 
avoid formation of disulphide bonds and dimerization. 
Out of the positions defined as to be randomized in Chapter 3, position 36 was dropped, 
because only Ser and Ala were sterically allowed, and Ser was already discarded after the 
results of molecular dynamic simulations. Position 4 was restricted to Ala, Asp, Glu, Asn, 
Lys, Arg, Ser; Gly is allowed from the calculation as well, but is probably going to introduce 
too much flexibility. The new scaffold does not allow β-branched residues as before at this 
position, like isoleucine and threonine. The main influence of position 4 seems to be more on 
the structure of the loop between H3 and H1, involved as well in binding, than on the direct 
recognition of the target. 
As observed before, both positions 29 and 30 are used alternatively in natural armadillo 
proteins to bind side chains of the target peptide. However, position 30 is by far the most 
frequently used. In addition, most of the side chains occupying the position 29 would require a 
Ser in position 30, preventing it to be used as randomized position. Models of target peptides 
with long side chains are almost never reaching the residues at position 29 in the armadillo 
protein: only a few contacts could be possible if long side chains are present both in the target 
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and in the armadillo protein at this position. Therefore, in the working library position 29 will 
not be randomized. In contrast, position 30 can accommodate all residues, except Pro. Position 
33, similarly, can accept all residues except Ile and Val, with intermediate indications for Thr. 
Position 40 accepts as well almost any residue, with the exception of Pro and Ile. Position 41 
is restricted to Ala, Asp, Met, Asn, Gln, Ser, Thr and Val. In addition, replacement by Glu 
assumes a high flexibility of Met at position 3 and Lys can be positioned only with a strained 
rotamer and while keeping the charge quite buried. Asn at position 42 will be replaced in the 
library by Gly, to compensate the likely loss of flexibility associated with several of the side 
chains introduced with the randomization of position 41. 
 
 
Toward experiments 
 
All the variations in internal and capping repeats can, at this stage, be evaluated only at the 
experimental level by comparing the characteristics of proteins carrying different combination 
of mutations. 
However, the effect of mutations at positions 14, 15, 17 is most likely independent on the 
changes at position 32. The two effects are then going to be additives in a first approximation. 
Taking this consideration into account, a sequential mutation strategy at the experimental level 
can be used to determine the optimal combination of residues in the first group (positions 14, 
15 and 17 are spatially close and influence each other) and then to search for additional 
improvements by mutating the residue at position 32. 
Since also the capping repeats contain these mutations, a first evaluation of internal repeats 
using Ny and Ca as capping repeats would reduce the number of combinations. The 
previously used capping repeats can, most likely, lead to soluble proteins as already shown for 
different types of modules 6 (chapter 2). The internal repeats will determine the protein 
characteristics and the best mutations will be introduced in the new capping repeats. Only one 
N-cap and two C-caps, containing phenylalanine or isoleucine, will be then tested. 
The validity of the design is going to be evaluated soon and the best version will lead to a 
second generation library for the selection of peptide binders. 
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Conclusions 
              
 
 
The way to peptide binders 
 
The work described in this thesis was focused on the design of armadillo repeat proteins as 
potential peptide binders. The modularity and the conserved binding mode were the main 
reasons behind the choice of this protein family as starting framework. However, the 
generation of designed modules was the key point to achieve in order to exploit the modular 
arrangement. Natural armadillo proteins do not possess, indeed, conserved interfaces between 
the repeats that would favor the exchange, insertion and deletion of repeats without altering 
the overall structure. 
Consensus design was an attractive strategy, taking advantage of the number of sequences 
available. And the devised rotamer sampling approach brought the designed proteins from a 
molten globule to a native-like state. 
The main issues of a design project are the feasibility and the usefulness. It is not only 
important to design a protein but to provide properties, functions and applications not 
available or less attractive before. Armadillo repeat proteins have proven to be successfully 
designable and the preliminary results indicate that the selection of peptide binders is possible, 
even though more work still has to be done to turn these proteins in an efficient and reliable 
tool. 
The impact of such designed proteins on the market will not be the same as for antibodies 
or, in more recent years, other alternative scaffolds, because of the narrower range of targets to 
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which they address. Most of the clinically relevant targets are folded proteins and other 
scaffold can more easily fit to this requirement. 
It is in the diagnostic and research fields that armadillo repeat proteins could play a major 
role: screening, tissue profiling or detection of post-translational modification are all potential 
areas of use of designed armadillo repeat proteins, where the fast generation of specific 
binders and the low cost of production represent the key requirements. 
Besides proof of principle selections, the current research is indeed directed towards 
commercially relevant areas where the specific recognition is required and where the modular 
structure of armadillo repeat proteins can represent an advantage, e.g. detection of post-
translational modifications (phosphorylation, acetylation, methylation, etc …), discrimination 
of mutations in single residues, generation of dipeptide specific modules. 
At the same time the construction of a second generation molecules is ongoing, based on 
the described computational design, to achieve higher control of the molecule shape and 
flexibility and to provide a geometrically ideal binding site for target peptides. 
In parallel, structure determination is actively pursued, to clarify the three-dimensional 
structure of designed armadillo repeat proteins. 
The work described here represents only the first step of a long-term project, the 
generation of specific binders without selection, but the results already achieved show that 
armadillo repeat proteins can be indeed designed, realized and refined and that they possess 
the characteristics and the potential to become peptide binders. This is not a trivial step 
considering the number of designed proteins that turn out as insoluble or molten globules. And 
a soluble, monomeric and stable protein is the requirement for the generation of a library of 
potential binders. 
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Appendix 1 
              
 
 
Determination of protein concentration 
 
Protein concentration is usually determined with detection methods based on complex 
formation (Bradford, Biuret, Lowry or bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assays) or inherent spectral 
properties of proteins 1. Among the second group, absorbance at 280 nm is the most widely 
used method for its simplicity, considering that extinction coefficient can be easily calculated 
for every protein. There is, however, a protein-to-protein variation, and this approach is not 
suitable for protein lacking aromatic groups and especially tryptophan that contribute for the 
majority of the absorption. 
The concentration of designed armadillo repeat proteins can be easily determined when the 
internal modules possess at least one tryptophan, as for type-I, C, M. Type-T proteins do not 
contain any aromatic group and library members can be completely devoid of tryptophan, 
which occupy a randomizable position in the original type M framework. Phenylalanine is the 
only aromatic residue present in the capping repeat but does not contribute significantly to 
absorbance at 280 nm, making impossible to calculate an extinction coefficient. 
Bradford and BCA assay were performing poorly in terms of reproducibility and 
comparison with absorption at 280 nm. The main reason is probably the use of a calibration 
curve based on an average reference protein, as BSA, but with remarkably different amino 
acid composition, which is known to contribute to the signal. 
An alternative method was developed by Whitaker and Granum 2, with the aim of filtering 
out the effect of absorbing side chains and obtaining a concentration value dependent only on 
the protein backbone. The difference in absorption at 235 nm and 280 nm is in this case used 
to calculate the protein concentration according to equation (1). 
Concentration (mg/ml) = (A235-A280)/2.51       (1) 
The method is based on the fact that the absorbance at 280 nm of tryptophan, the strongest 
contributor to the extinction coefficient is equal, in value, to the absorbance at 235 nm. A 
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correction factor determined experimentally from a series of proteins is, however needed, to 
take into account different effects on absorbance present in the proteins. 
This approach does not offer, generally, advantages in comparison to other methods but 
can be fully exploited in case of designed armadillo repeat proteins. The members containing 
tryptophan can be used to build a calibration curve allowing the calculation of a specific 
correction factor for the Whitaker-Granum method. Therefore, this approach becomes 
particularly relevant for designed armadillo repeat proteins missing tryptophan, because it 
allows a direct calculation of the concentration and it is compatible with the values determined 
by absorbance at 280 nm for the other proteins containing tryptophan. 
Different samples and batches of C-type proteins containing 2, 4 or 8 internal repeats were 
used for the calculation of the correction factor (Fig. 1). Linear regression resulted in a 
correction factor (Cf) equal to 1.01 (to be multiplied for the difference A235-A280) and a 
correlation coefficient R2=0.883. The modified version of the equation is: 
Concentration (mg/ml) = (A235-A280)x1.01       (2) 
If the two outliers are excluded Cf=0.95 and R2=0.975. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1 Calibration curve for the calculation of the correction factor. The dots represent experimental values of 
type C proteins. The concentrations were determined using the calculated extinction coefficient at 280 nm. The 
line indicates the linear regression curve, with intercept fixed to a value of 0. 
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The extinction coefficients were calculated using ProtParam 3, which is nowadays based 
on values for tryptophan and tyrosine determined by Pace et al. 4. If extinction coefficients 
based on protected peptides in solution 5 are used, Cf=0.98 for the full set of data and Cf=0.92 
when the outliers are excluded. 
The equation (2) has been used in this work for the determination of the concentration of 
all the proteins without tryptophan. As for the original Whitaker-Granum method, substances 
strongly absorbing at 235 nm interfere with the measurements. Therefore, concentrations 
cannot be directly calculated for samples obtained after IMAC purification using Ni NTA 
material, due to the high imidazole concentration. 
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Appendix 2 
              
 
List of armadillo crystal structures 
 
PDB name organism Res. (Å) Year ligand Ref. 
1BK5 importin α S. cerevisiae 2.2 1998 / 1 
1BK6 importin α S. cerevisiae 2.8 1998 NLS sv40 1 
1EE4 importin α S. cerevisiae 2.1 2000 NLS c-myc 2 
1EE5 importin α S. cerevisiae 2.4 2000 NLS nucleoplasmin 2 
1EJL importin α mouse 2.8 2000 NLS sv40 3 
1EJY importin α mouse 2.9 2000 NLS nucleoplasmin 3 
1G3J β-catenin human 2.1 2000 tcf3 4 
1I7W β-catenin mouse 2.0 2001 e-cadherin P 5 
1I7X β-catenin mouse 3.0 2001 e-cadherin 5 
1IAL importin α mouse 2.5 1999 IBB domain linked 6 
1IQ1 importin α mouse 2.8 2001 IBB domain cut 7 
1JDH β-catenin human 1.9 2001 tcf4 8 
1JPP β-catenin mouse 3.1 2001 APC repeats 15 9 
1JPW β-catenin human 2.5 2001 tcf4 10 
1LUJ β-catenin human 2.5 2002 icat 11 
1M1E β-catenin mouse 2.1 2002 icat 12 
1PJM importin α mouse 2.5 2003 NLS rb 13 
1PJN importin α mouse 2.5 2003 NLS nin2 13 
1Q1S importin α mouse 2.3 2003 NLS sv40-P 14 
1Q1T importin α mouse 2.5 2003 NLS sv40 14 
1QZ7 β-catenin human 2.2 2003 axin 15 
1UN0 importin α S. cerevisiae 2.6 2003 nup2p 16 
2BCT β-catenin mouse 2.9 1997 / 17 
3BCT β-catenin mouse 2.9 1997 / 17 
1TH1 β-catenin human 2.5 2004 APC repeats 20 18 
1T08 β-catenin human 2.1 2004 icat / APC rep 19 
1V18 β-catenin mouse 2.1 2004 APC 20mer phosp. 19 
1WA5 importin α S. cerevisiae 2 2004 ran / CSE1 20 
1XM9 plakophilin human 2.8 2005 / 21 
1Y2A importin α mouse 2.2 2005 PLSCR1 NLS 22 
2C1T importin α S. cerevisiae 2.6 2005 nup2 23 
2JDQ importin α human 2.2 2007 PB2 24 
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Appendix 3 
              
 
Oligonucleotides 
 
The oligonucleotides listed here were used for the generation of the generation of KQ, QK and 
QQ molecules, for the synthesis of the libraries, for ribosome display and for improvement of 
the pRDV vector. The oligonucleotides used for cloning of natural armadillo repeat proteins, 
and for generation of the consensus repeats are listed in the supplementary materials of 
Parmeggiani et al. 1 and reported in Chapter 2, page 77. 
 
 
Oligonucleotides 
name sequence 5'-3' direction description (for=forward, rev=reverse) 
KQfor CCGAACGAGAAGATCCTGCAAGAAGCTCTGTGGGC for mutation KK->KQ 
KQrev GCCCACAGAGCTTCTTGCAGGATCTTCTCGTTCGG rev mutation KK->KQ 
QKfor CCTCTCCGAACGAGCAGATCCTGAAAGAAGC for mutation KK->QK 
QKrev GCTTCTTTCAGGATCTGCTCGTTCGGAGAGG rev mutation KK->QK 
QQfor CCTCTCCGAACGAGCAGATCCTGCAAGAAGCTCTGTGGGC for mutation KK->QQ 
QQrev GCCCACAGAGCTTCTTGCAGGATCTGCTCGTTCGGAGAGG rev mutation KK->QQ 
Ny4libRbis TTCCTGGTACCCTAAGGTCTCATTCGTTACCATCACGAGACAGGATCTG 
rev replacement for assembly Ny cap in 
library format 
Ca1libF CCAGGGATCCTCTAGATAGGAAGACCTCGAACAGAAACAGGC 
for replacement for assembly Ca cap in 
library format 
Ca2libR GTTTCTCCAGAGCACCAGCTTCTTTAACAGCCTGTTTCTGTTCGAGGTC 
rev replacement for assembly Ca cap in 
library format 
lib1F1 CCAGGGATCCTAGGAAGACCTCGAACAAAYCCAAGCTGTTATCG for assembly libraries, randomized position 4 
lib1F2 CCAGGGATCCTAGGAAGACCTCGAACAAVAACAAGCTGTTATCG for assembly libraries, randomized position 4 
lib1F3 CCAGGGATCCTAGGAAGACCTCGAACAACRCCAAGCTGTTATCG for assembly libraries, randomized position 4 
lib2R CCAGAGCCGGCAGAGCACCAGCATCGATAACAGCTTG rev assembly libraries 
lib3F CTGCCGGCTCTGGTTCAACTGCTGTCCTCTC for assembly libraries 
lib4R TTTCAGGATCTTCTCGTTCGGAGAGGACAGCAG rev assembly KK library 
lib5F 
CGAGAAGATCCTGAAANNNGCTCTGNNN
GCTCTGNNNAACATCGCTNNNNNNGGTA
ACGAATGAG 
for assembly KK library, randomized 
positions 30,33,36,40,41 with trinucleotides 
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lib6R TTCCTGGTACCCTAAGGTCTCATTCGTTACC rev assembly libraries 
libFOR CCAGGGATCCTAGGAAGACCTCGAAC for general for library amplification 
5KQ CGAGAAGATCCTGCAA for conversion KK library to KQ library 
5QK CGAGCAGATCCTGAAA for conversion KK library to QK library 
5QQ CGAGCAGATCCTGCAA for conversion KK library to QQ library 
lib4RKQ TTGCAGGATCTTCTCGTTCGGAGAGGACAGCAG rev conversion KK library to KQ library 
lib4RQK TTTCAGGATCTGCTCGTTCGGAGAGGACAGCAG rev conversion KK library to QK library 
lib4RQQ TTGCAGGATCTGCTCGTTCGGAGAGGACAGCAG rev conversion KK library to QQ library 
Ca6RhindRD TTCCTAAGCTTGTGGGAGAACTGCTTCTCCAGAGCTTCC 
rev amplification to remove stop codon for 
ribosome display 
T7b ATACGAAATTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGACCACAACGG for outer primer ribosome display 
tolAk CCGCACACCAGTAAGGTGTGCGGTTTCAGTTGCCGCTTTCTTTCT rev outer primer ribosome display 
pRDVhis-for GCATCACCATCACCATCACGG for inner primer ribosome display 
pRDVhis-rev CCCCGAGGCCATATAAAGC rev inner primer ribosome display 
MRGfor GGAGTCATGAGAGGATCGCATCACCATCACC for modification pRDV into pRDVhis 
MRGrev CACAGGATCCGTGATGGTGATGGTGATGCG rev modification pRDV into pRDVhis 
3mCAGfor GGAGATATATTCATGCGAGGGTCGCATCACCATC 
for silent mutation CAG in pRDVhis for 
translation 
3mCAGrev GATGGTGATGCGACCCTCGCATGAATATATCTCC 
rev silent mutation CAG in pRDVhis for 
translation 
3mCCCfor GGAGATATATTCATGCGCGGCTCGCATCACCATC 
for silent mutation CCC in pRDVhis for 
translation 
3mCCCrev GATGGTGATGCGAGCCGCGCATGAATATATCTCC 
rev silent mutation CCC in pRDVhis for 
translation 
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Appendix 4 
              
 
Plasmids 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 pRDV-his: modified version of standard pRDVvector for ribosome display. An 
MRGSH6 tag replaces the flag tag. Silent 
mutations (CAG, described in Chapter 4) 
were introduced to increase the in vitro 
translation efficiency.  
pAT223: vector used for the expression of 
fusion proteins, used in ELISA. Inserted 
sequences are fused to protein D (provided 
by the vector). for ELISAall the armadillo 
repeat proteins. Contains a H6 tag for 
purification and an avitag for biotinylation. 
pQE30-YM4A: vector used in this work 
for the expression of all the armadillo 
repeat proteins. Contains an MRGSH6 tag 
for purification at N-terminus of the 
protein. YM4A is inserted in the vector in 
this case. 
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Appendix 5 
              
 
Designed proteins 
 
 
Consensus designed N2Cs 
The proteins contain 169 residues. 
For C and I proteins the extinction coefficient at 280 nm (ε) is 11000 M-1 cm-1. 
T proteins do not possess any Trp, Tyr or Cys and ε cannot be calculated. 
 
YI2Y 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
DNINENADFIEKAGGMEKIFNCQQNENDKIYEKAYKIIETYFG 
pI/Mw: 4.85 / 18910.14   
 
YC2Y 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
DNINENADFIEKAGGMEKIFNCQQNENDKIYEKAYKIIETYFG 
pI/Mw: 5.04 / 18677.91 
 
YI2A 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/Mw: 5.19 / 18607.78 
 
YC2A 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/Mw: 5.44 / 18375.55 
 
AI2Y 
MRGSHHHHHHGSSLNELVKQLNSDDQKQLKEAAQKLRQLASDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
DNINENADFIEKAGGMEKIFNCQQNENDKIYEKAYKIIETYFG 
pI/Mw: 5.06 / 18670.87 
 
AC2Y 
MRGSHHHHHHGSSLNELVKQLNSDDQKQLKEAAQKLRQLASDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
DNINENADFIEKAGGMEKIFNCQQNENDKIYEKAYKIIETYFG 
pI/Mw: 5.32 / 18438.64 
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AI2A 
MRGSHHHHHHGSSLNELVKQLNSDDQKQLKEAAQKLRQLASDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/Mw: 5.45 / 18368.52 
 
AC2A 
MRGSHHHHHHGSSLNELVKQLNSDDQKQLKEAAQKLRQLASDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/Mw: 5.73 / 18136.28 
 
AC2A modified Ser->Tyr 
MRGSHHHHHHGSYLNELVKQLNSDDQKQLKEAAQKLRQLASDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/Mw: 5.73 / 18212.3   ε: 12490 
 
YT2A 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/Mw: 6.30 / 18585.8  
 
YT2Y 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
DNINENADFIEKAGGMEKIFNCQQNENDKIYEKAYKIIETYFG 
pI/Mw: 6.04 / 18888.20 
 
AT2A 
MRGSHHHHHHGSSLNELVKQLNSDDQKQLKEAAQKLRQLASDG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/Mw: 6.63 / 18346.57 
 
AT2Y 
MRGSHHHHHHGSSLNELVKQLNSDDQKQLKEAAQKLRQLASDG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
DNINENADFIEKAGGMEKIFNCQQNENDKIYEKAYKIIETYFG 
pI/Mw: 6.36 / 18648.93 
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Consensus designed N4Cs 
The proteins contain 253 residues. 
For C and I proteins the extinction coefficient at 280 nm (ε) is 22000 M-1 cm-1. 
T proteins do not possess any Trp, Tyr or Cys and ε cannot be calculated. 
 
YI4Y 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
DNINENADFIEKAGGMEKIFNCQQNENDKIYEKAYKIIETYFG 
pI/Mw: 4.61 / 27682.10 
 
YC4Y 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
DNINENADFIEKAGGMEKIFNCQQNENDKIYEKAYKIIETYFG 
pI/Mw: 4.83 / 27217.63 
 
YI4A 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/Mw: 4.82 / 27379.74 
 
YC4A 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/Mw: 5.09 / 26915.28 
 
AI4Y 
MRGSHHHHHHGSSLNELVKQLNSDDQKQLKEAAQKLRQLASDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
DNINENADFIEKAGGMEKIFNCQQNENDKIYEKAYKIIETYFG 
pI/Mw: 4.73 / 27442.84 
 
AC4Y 
MRGSHHHHHHGSSLNELVKQLNSDDQKQLKEAAQKLRQLASDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
DNINENADFIEKAGGMEKIFNCQQNENDKIYEKAYKIIETYFG 
pI/Mw: 4.99 / 26978.37 
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AI4A 
MRGSHHHHHHGSSLNELVKQLNSDDQKQLKEAAQKLRQLASDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/Mw: 4.96 / 27140.48 
 
AC4A 
MRGSHHHHHHGSSLNELVKQLNSDDQKQLKEAAQKLRQLASDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/Mw: 5.28 / 26676.01 
 
YT4A 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/Mw: 6.46 / 27335.8 no extinction coeff. at 280 (no trp, tyr, cys) 
 
YT4Y 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
DNINENADFIEKAGGMEKIFNCQQNENDKIYEKAYKIIETYFG 
pI/Mw: 6.27 / 27638.22 
 
AT4A 
MRGSHHHHHHGSSLNELVKQLNSDDQKQLKEAAQKLRQLASDG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/Mw: 6.77 / 27096.60 
 
AT4Y 
MRGSHHHHHHGSSLNELVKQLNSDDQKQLKEAAQKLRQLASDG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
DNINENADFIEKAGGMEKIFNCQQNENDKIYEKAYKIIETYFG 
pI/Mw: 6.54 / 27398.95 
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Consensus designed N8Cs 
The proteins contain 421 residues. 
For C and I proteins the extinction coefficient at 280 nm (ε) is 44000 M-1 cm-1. 
T proteins do not possess any Trp, Tyr or Cys and ε cannot be calculated. 
 
YI8A 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPVLVELLSSPDNKIQKEALWALSNITSGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/Mw: 4.55 / 44923.67 
 
YC8A 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/Mw: 4.80 / 43994.73 
 
YT8A 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
EANKLAIRESGGIPALVRLLSSNNEKILEAATGTLHNLALHG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/Mw: 6.67 / 44835.90  
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YC4A core mutants 
The proteins contain 253 residues. 
The extinction coefficient at 280 nm (ε) is 22000 M-1 cm-1 for all the proteins. 
 
Mutant 1 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWALSNLASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.09 / 27083.6 
 
Mutant 2 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKVLKEALWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKVLKEALWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKVLKEALWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKVLKEALWALSNLASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.09 / 27083.6 
 
Mutant 3 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWALSNLASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.09 / 27139.7 
 
Mutant 4 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAAWALSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAAWALSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAAWALSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAAWALSNIASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.09 / 26971.3 
 
Mutant 5 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAAWVLSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAAWVLSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAAWVLSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAAWVLSNLASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.09 / 27083.6 
 
Mutant 6 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.09 / 26971.3 
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Mutant 7 (YM4A (KK)) 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.09 / 27139.7 
 
Mutant 8 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGAVPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGAVPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGAVPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGAVPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWALSNLASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.09 / 27083.6 
 
Mutant 9 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGAIPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGAIPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGAIPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGAIPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWALSNLASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.09 / 27139.7 
 
Mutant 10 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAVWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAVWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAVWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAVWALSNLASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.09 / 27083.6 
 
Mutant 11 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKVLKEALWVLSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKVLKEALWVLSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKVLKEALWVLSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKVLKEALWVLSNLASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.09 / 27195.8 
 
Mutant 12 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWVLSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWVLSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWVLSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWVLSNLASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.09 / 27251.9 
 
Mutant 13 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGAIPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWVLSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGAIPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWVLSNLASGG 
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NEQIQAVIDAGAIPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWVLSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGAIPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWVLSNLASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.09 / 27251.9 
 
Mutant 14 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAVWVLSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAVWVLSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAVWVLSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAVWVLSNLASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.09 / 27195.8 
 
Mutant 15 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.09 / 26971.3 
 
Mutant 16 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.09 / 27083.6 
 
Mutant 17 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGAVPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWVLSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGAVPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWVLSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGAVPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWVLSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGAVPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEALWVLSNIASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.09 / 27195.8 
 
Mutant 18 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGAIPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGAIPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGAIPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGAIPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.09 / 26971.3 
 
Mutant 19 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGGLPALVQLLSSPNEKLLKEAAWALSNLASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.09 / 27915.2 
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YM3A 
The proteins contain 211 residues. 
The extinction coefficient at 280 nm (ε) is 16500 M-1 cm-1 for all the proteins. 
 
YM3A 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.23 / 22813.7 
 
 
 
 
YM4A (KK) variants 
The proteins contain 253 residues. 
The extinction coefficient at 280 nm (ε) is 22000 M-1 cm-1 for all the proteins. 
 
Y(KQ)4A 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILQEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILQEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILQEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILQEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 4.78 / 27139.5 
 
Y4(QK)4A 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEQILKEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEQILKEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEQILKEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEQILKEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 4.78 / 27139.5 
 
Y4(QQ)4A 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEQILQEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEQILQEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEQILQEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEQILQEALWALSNIASGG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 4.53 / 27139.3 
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Unselected library members N3C 
The proteins contain 211 residues. 
 
1_3 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQKQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKTALEALENIAVVG 
NEQKQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKYALVALSNIAIKG 
NEQRQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKSALEALINIAIDG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.62 / 22953.1 
Extinction coefficient at 280 nm (ε): 1490 M-1 cm-1 (no Trp, more than 10% error in the value) 
 
1_4 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKHALIALQNIAAFG 
NEQKQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKVALSALMNIADTG 
NEQQQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKFALEALNNIAHHG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.73 / 22999.0 
The proteins do not possess any Trp, Tyr or Cys and ε cannot be calculated. 
 
2_1 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQHQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKMALWALSNIAAYG 
NEQEQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKAALIALRNIAKVG 
NEQRQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKMALWALWNIAEMG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.84 / 23227.4 
Extinction coefficient at 280 nm (ε): 17990 M-1 cm-1 
 
2_4 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQEQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKRALNALYNIAYNG 
NEQQQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKLALDALVNIAANG 
NEQHQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKDALRALINIASSG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.56 / 23010.9 
Extinction coefficient at 280 nm (ε): 2980 M-1 cm-1 (no Trp, more than 10% error in the value) 
 
2_7 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQQQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKIALEALHNIAVMG 
NEQQQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKHALRALSNIADDG 
NEQHQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKFALNALWNIAWHG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.70 / 23219.2 
Extinction coefficient at 280 nm (ε): 11000 M-1 cm-1  
 
2_8 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKYALWALINIAFNG 
NEQHQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKDALQALSNIAEYG 
NEQHQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKHALAALRNIAWQG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.73 / 23247.2 
Extinction coefficient at 280 nm (ε): 13980 M-1 cm-1 
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2_9 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQRQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKVALDALMNIALMG 
NEQTQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKHALYALWNIAYRG 
NEQQQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKAALTALYNIAWRG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.98 / 23293.4 
Extinction coefficient at 280 nm (ε): 15470 M-1 cm-1 
 
2_10 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKHALIALINIAMWG 
NEQEQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKKALFALANIAYKG 
NEQTQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKYALEALQNIAFHG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.78 / 23201.4 
Extinction coefficient at 280 nm (ε): 8480 M-1 cm-1 
 
2_12 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQIQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKIALHALVNIAKSG 
NEQRQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKFALDALSNIASWG 
NEQQQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKDALNALFNIAKTG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.83 / 23025.0 
Extinction coefficient at 280 nm (ε): 5500 M-1 cm-1 
 
2_14 
MRGSHHHHHHGSELPQMTQQLNSDDMQEQLSATVKFRQILSRDG 
NEQRQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKSALTALRNIASSG 
NEQHQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKWALEALTNIAEEG 
NEQEQAVIDAGALPALVQLLSSPNEKILKKALNALMNIAVHG 
NEQKQAVKEAGALEKLEQLQSHENEKIQKEAQEALEKQFSH 
pI/MW: 5.67 / 23060.0 
Extinction coefficient at 280 nm (ε): 5500 M-1 cm-1 
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